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CHAPTER I
ORIENTATION TO THE STUDY
Introduction
A ~ajor objective of many research efforts is to find
a basis for improvement in the methods and conditions of
teaching and learning.

The influence of the practice

session is a concern in the classroom, in the laboratory,
and on the athletic field.

It is nec~ssary to- develop

appropriate work and rest periods to gain efficiency in
instruction and to insure maximum learning opportunities.
Administrators seek answers to scheduling problems to alleviate crowded curriculums and limited facilities;

teachers

and coaches strive for conditions within a single period
or in yearly plans which will obtain the most effective
results from the learner; students also endeavor to improve
and to progress, and this, too, is dependent upon the methods
and . conditions of practice.
In an attempt to formulate an adequate description of
the learning process, exploration of the effect of time and
practice in the learning of a motor skill has been undertake ·n .

At the theoretical level, the problem is concerned

with constructs of renctive and conditioned inhibition,
work-decrements, growth and maturation, and differential
1
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forgetting.

At the empirical level, it consists of deter-

mining functional relationships between the task and certain
measures of task performance.

With respect to the latter

case, there has been considerable research conducted involving the manipulation of practice conditions.

A majority of

the investigations have shown that some form of distributed
practice is generally more efficient than massed practice.
In contrast, educators, however, have used subjective
values to determine the frequency of practice in the teaching
of motor skills, or they have readily accepted the theoretical constructs or empirical results reported in the literature at face-value without either taking the time or possessing the interest to evaluate these ' findings.

It is impera-

tive, therefore, that all available information relative to
practice schedules be analyzed and synthesized so that it
can be utilized for teaching and learning efficiency.
Rationale for the Study
The learning of any skill is, to a certain extent, a
function of the condition under which it is practiced.

The

variable of practice that has been investjgated more extensively than any other is the distribution of a fixed amount
of practice through time.

However, there has been a diversity

in the experimental motor skill tasks that have been studied
concerning the relative efficiency of massing versus distributing practice when learning motor skills.

There exists

3

in the literature a confusion in semantics as to what represents distributed and masse~ practice schedules as well as
a conglomerant of studies utilizing different research
designs.
Deese and Hulse (1967) state that there is no problem
in the investigation of perceptual-motor performance which
warrants more attention than that of work produced decrements.
These authors maintain that the general solution to this
problem would provide educators with needed information about
the distribution of practice and its consequences.
According to McGeoch and Irion (1952) the effects of the
distribution of practice schedules have been studied using a
wide variety of experimental materials and methods, yet the
influence of these factors has seldom been systematically
explored.

It is entirely possible that the current theories

of the distribution of pTactice are based upon inadequate
empirical exploration.

This has not been due to a lack of

experimental investigation but rather because the problems
are extremely complex.

Deese (1958) maintains that the

future course for the analysis of this problem requires a
further systematic investigation of the principle variables
related to massed and distributed practice schedules.
In addition to the variety of experimental designs from
which generalizations have beeu made, there exists in the.
literature, relative to distributed and massed practice, a
confusion in semantics as to what represents these two major

4

condition~ of practice.

There is no absolute line of demar-

cation which separates distributed practice from massed
practice •. ·The condition of spaced practice in one experiment may pace practice at a rate considerably faster than
the condition of massed practice employed in another experiment.

Thus, the distributing or massing of practice appears

to be a relative matter, to be determined within the condition of each experiment.

Because of this fact, it is often

not possible to draw generalizations beyond the condition
of the particular experiment.

Undoubtedly, the contradiction

within the data concerning the significance of distributed
practice over massed practice would multiply if the formulation of mathematically precise relationships between the
cf f e ct s o-f d i st rib u ti on and the con d i ti on of practice
schedules were to be attempted (McGeoch and Irion, 1952).
Although massed and distributed practice schedules have
been investigated for many years, fine motor skills have and
continue to be the favorite tasks employed in the research
designs and investigations of gross motor skills appear less
frequently in the literature.

Lawther (1968) questions the

extent to which findings from laboratory studies testing
fine motor skills should be applied to the gross and complex
activities of physical education, and Mohr (1960) states
that "although the sum of physical education findings agree
with those in psychology, the evidence is far too scanty to
uphold the assumption that distributed practice will result
in more effective learning than massed p_ractice

[p. 327]."
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The distinguishing factor between distributed practice
and massed practice is the interval of time involved in the
dfstributed schedules.

It is interesting to note that

theoretical statements have been issued by learning theorists
to explain what occurs during the interval, yet many investigators have neglected to control activities during the rest
periods in their research designs.
Lastly, the recommendations and guidelines for teachers
of motor skills are predicated upon a skeletal number of
experimental studies.

From this limited number . of research

designs, broad generalizations concerning the superiority of
distributed practice in motor learning have been perpetuated
in books related to theories of learning.
The deficiency of systematic data either supporting or
rejecting the superiority of distributed or massed practice
for learning skills lends credence to the necessity for
additional endeavors to systematize, in depth, the methods,
materials, and procedures employed in research designs which
permeate the literature.
Statement of the Problem

The present investigation entailed a documentnry analysis
and an in-depth examination of the experimental research
designs related to massed and distributed practice schedules
reported in the professional journals, books, abstracts, and
unpublished research in Physical Education, Psychology,
Business Education, and Music Education.

6

The investigator systematically explored the.principle
variables involved in massed and distributed practice
schedules i~ reported research designs to determine the
credibility of generalizations cited in books related to
theories of learning and books related specifically to motor
learning.

The following questions directed the development

of the study:
A.

What constitutes massed and distributed practice?
Is massed practice in one study comp~rable to
distributed practice in another study?

B.

Are designs equi\'alent when data arc collected
during one experimental session as compared with
d a ta co 11 e c t c d over a period of a week , a month , or
a year?

C.

Distributed practice involves work and rest periods.
Which of these two variables is of greater importance?

D.

How have the optimal work loads and rest intervals
been determined in the research designs?

What arc

the optimal work loads and rest intervals?
E.

What did the investigator have the subjects do
during the interval of distributed practice--rest,
rehearse, or perform an unrelated task?

F.. . I.s there a point of dim in i shin g returns in either
type of practice schedule?
G.

In learning, there is a correlation between motivation and level of skill.

Has this factor been

controlled in studies related to massed and
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distributed practices to -support the statements
that distributed practice should be used when
motivation is low?
H.

Is there a difference in practice schedules utilized in learning fine motor skills and gross motor
skills?

I.

Generalizations in the literature imply that highly
skilled performers can practice for a longer period
of time than performers with low skills, and older
children are able to practice longer than younger
ones.

Which and how many studies support these ·

guidelines?

J.

Is there a difference in male and female subjects
with regard to the effectiveness of massed and
distributed practice schedules?

K.

Does massed and/or distributed practice affect
performance or learning?

L.

Of the activities investigated, what aspects of
the skills were chosen for the study?

Is there a

need for replication of these studies?
M.

How many _of the investigations related to gross
motor skills occurred in an artificial setting?

N.

Was the homogeneity of the two practice groups
established prior to the experiment?

O.

Did the investigators obtnin a baseline
for the task?

performance
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. P.

How were the data treated statistically and was the
treatment adequate?
Definitions and/or Explanation of Terms

ThQ definitions ~nd/or explanation of words and phrases
such as learning, reminiscence, massed practice, distributed
practice, fine skills, gross skills, work loads, intervals,
performance, generalizations, and motivation were used in
this study in the same manner as that commonly accepted in
dictionaries of the psychology of learning.
Limitations of the Study
The present study was subject to the following limitations:
A.

The selection of research designs which utilized
motor tasks in the area of Psychology.

B.

The selection of research designs which utilized
motor tasks in the area of Physical Education.

C.

The selection of research designs which utilized
machinery tasks in the area of Business Education.

D.

The selection of research designs which utilized
instrumental tasks in the area of Music Education.

E.

The accuracy of historical and documentary resources
from which the data were collected.

F.

The analysis of studies which used human subjects
who performed motor tasks.

G.

The literature published in the United States.
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H.

The exclusion of studies which used atypical subjects. such ·as those who were mentally retarded or
physically handicapped.

I.

The omission of studies which were designed to
determine the effects of transfer principles or
mental practice but which used the experimental
conditions of massed and distributed practice
schedules.

J.

The ex c 1 us ion of stud i es wh i ch e·x amine d the
theoretical implications of massed and distributed
practice schedules without experimentation.

K.

The omission of studies in which the definitive
difference between distributed practice and
reminiscence was established although the investigation used the experimental conditions of
massed and distributed practice schedules.
Summary

A major objective of many research endeavors is to find
a basis for improvement in the methods and conditions of
tenching aud learning.

In Chapter I, the investigator pre-

sented information related to the need for the systematic
exploration of the principle variables involved in massed
and distributed practice schedules in reported research
designs to determine the credibility of .generalizations cited
in books related to theories of learning.
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The statement of the problem, the definitions and/or ·
explanation of the terms, and the limitations of the present
study were included in this chapter.
Chapter II includes a brief historical perspective of
the problems related to theoretical and experimental factors
in massed and distributed practice schedules.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL AND THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
Massed and distributed practice schedules have been a
critical factor of study since 1885.

These practice sched-

ules have appeared as micro-aspects of studies on learning,
retention, and forgetting, and they have served as the major
variable in other investigations.

Within such frameworks,

investigators from the field of psychology emerged as leaders
in formulating theoretical models to explain what occurs
during massed and distributed practices and the effect of
these factors upon learning.

Consequently, many subsequent

investigations were unde~taken to test these theoretical
statements and to further explore particular variables
which were attributed to specific theories.

It seems, there-

fore, appropriate to consider a brief historical and theoretical perspective of massed and distributed practice
schedules.
The advantage of distributed over massed practice was
first experimentally demonstrated by Ebbinghaus in 1885.
Ebbinghaus used nonsense syllables as the learning material
while he served ns his own subject.
Six lists of 12 nonsense syllables each were learned
at a given time with an average of 40 repetitions.
Twenty-four hours later the relearning of the lists
11
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required an average of 41 repetitions. One list
therefore required 68.3 repetitions in immediate
s u c c e s s i o n f o r i ·n i t i a 1 1 e a r n i n g a nd 6 . 8 rep e t i t i on s
for relearning. When on the other hand a list of
12 syllables was learned to the point of one correct recall on each of three successive days, the
total figures for the three days of distributed
effort are 17.5 trials, 12.1 trials, and 8.3 trials,
or a tot a 1 of 3 7. 9. Twenty-four hours 1 ate r, the
12 syllables were relearned, on the average, in
6.2 trials. Thus 37.9 repetitions distributed over
three days gave essentially the same retention after
24 hours as did 68.3 repetitions in immediate
succession [Ebbinghaus, 1885, pp. 59-61].
These findings indicated that learning was accomplished with
less work when practice was distributed than when it was
concentrated.
Jost examined the same problem of spaced and concentrated practice using lists of twelve nonsense syllables in
1897.

He found that concentrated efforts in the number of

responses given produced poorer retention than the same
number of responses distributed over a number of days
(Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1964).
These early investigations of the advantages which
followed the spacing of practice were mostly exploratory in
nature.

McGeoch and Irion (1952) state that during the

thirty year period from 1885 to 1915, only twenty references
either experimental or theoretical appeared in the literature concerning the distribution of practice schedules, and
of that number, seven were related to psychomotor skills.
During the 1930's, 1940's, and 1950's, the. character
of research related to massed and distributed practices
changed.

A general refinement of experimental techniques
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was introduced to replace the vagueness of the exploratory
experiments.

Hypotheses were issued to guide the investi-

gation~; a major variable was manipulated while other
factors were controlled to · determine its specific effect;
and the differences between two opposed .theories was tested.
In general, the immediate cause of the change was the
development of specific learning theories which gave purpose and direction to subsequent research (McGeoch and
Irion, 1952).
Most theories were developed either to test the
decremental effects of massed practice upon the performance
of an activity or the effects of the interpolation of a
rest period.

These early theories used the principles of

perseveration, recovery from fatigue, changes in motivation,
rehearsal, differential forgetting, and reactive inhibition
to account for the superiority of distributed practice
(Kingsley and Garry, 1962).
McGeoch and Iri~n suggested that these hypotheses may
be classified into the three major headings of work theories,
perseveration theories, and differential forgetting theories:
1. Work theories hold that performance of an
activity tends to leave behind it some process or
product in the organism which tends to prevent
recurrence of the activity or which tends to lower
the efficiency of its performance. The interfering
process is held to dissipate during periods of
inactivity while the learned habits are assumed to
be permanent [McGeoch and Irion, 1952, pp. 171-172].
Three significant subcategories exist in the work
theories.

The first is that of the fatigue theory or ~he
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accumulation of fatigue products in the neuromuscular
mechanisms which are basic to learning.

This theory can

be valid only if long periods of continuous practices are
used and if a rest period late in practice has a more
beneficial effect than an identical rest period early in
learning, since there is potentially more fatigue accrued
from longer practice sessions.
Reactive Inhibition theories have been precisely formulated to explain the relationship of rest to learning.

The

most prominent of these theories is Hull's (1943) reactive
inhibition theory or drive-reduction theory in which both
humans and rats were used as subjects in a variety of
behavior patterns.

In general, this response theory states

that whenever a reaction is evoked from an organism there is
created a negative drive state known as reactive inhibition
(1 8 ) which has the capacity to inhibit the repetition of
that response.

This theory implies that once an individual

performs a task, he is reluctant to repeat it.

Reactive

inhibition also is a positively accelerated, increasing
function of the amount of work involved in the response.
Therefore, the greater the task or the more frequently it
is repeated, the greater is the reactive inhibition.

Accord-

ing to Hull, massed practice should produce the greatest
rate of increase in· reactive and conditioned inhibition.
This inhibition spontaneously dissipates as a simple decay
function of time so that eventually a person may repeat the
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response after a period of time has elapsed.

This process,

known as spontaneous recovery, occurs automatically after
rest although the response is never as strong .as the original
response.

It is also possible for stimuli closely associated

in time with the cessation of a response to become conditioned
to this particular non-activity, thereby producing conditioned
inhibition

c5 I 8 )

or a tendency toward permanent inability to

respond to a particular act.

Hull's theory--reactive inhibi-

tion increases during performance and dissipates during rest-has broad applications to the conditions of massed and
distributed practice schedules.
The theoretical position of Ammons (1947) and his concept of work decrement in rotary pursuit learning is similar
to Hull's theory of reactive inhibition.

Temporary work

decrement CDwtl increases during practice and dissipates
with rest, while permanent work decrement (Dwp) is a learned
reaction of not responding based upon an accumulation of
temporary work decrements which remain when rest periods are
insufficient.

Ammons also incorporated assumptions and

deductions regarding the warm-up effect and the phenomenon
of reminiscence to motor learning.

In summary, temporary

work decrement increases as a negatively accelerated function of the rest period.

In addition, warm-up or recovery

of· set is more rapid following a rest than without such pauses.
Another attempt to extend Hull's inhibition construct to
motor learning was made by Kimble (1949a).

Using inverted

alphabet printing as the task, he suggested that the
superiority of distributed over massed practice in motor
learning results from the development during unspaced practice of an inhibitory potential (IR), the effect of which is
to reduce the work output of the organism.

It was further

assumed by Kimble that this total inhibitory potential was
made up of two decremental components, reactive inhibition
(IR) and conditioned inhibition CsIR).
Reactive inhibition is essentially a drive state closely
allied to pain avoidance or fatigue.

It is a response-

produced inhibition which results from actions of effort
and dissipates during periods of rest.

These pauses serve

as reinforcements and eventually the response of resting
will become conditioned to whatever stimuli are present
in the learning situation.

This conditioned inhibition

is the learned reaction of not responding and is acquired
because resting behavior is reinforced by the reduction
of In.

Since conditioned inhibition is a habit, it does

not dissipate during rest.

The two inhibitory components

are a drive (In) and a habit ( 5 I 8 ) which are interrelated
in that the drive provides the motivational basis for the
development of the habit.
Also included in Kimble's theory is the assumption
that the greater the motivational drive of the subject to
learn the task, the greater will be the amount of inhibition
which will be tolerated by the learner before rest periods
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The Snoddy hypothesis is another iorm of the perseveration theory.

Snoddy (1935) described the effect of dis-

tributed practice and reminiscence in mirror-tracing in
terms of interacting effects of two opposed processes of
mental growth.

Primary growth occurs early in practice and

increases as the length of interpolated time increases.
Secondary growth comes later and is enhanced by reducing
the interpolated time.

Both growth processes always appear

in any type of practice, but they are conditioned by different
states of affairs and are directly opposed to one another.
Primary growth is stable, and it does not involve loss
over periods of time.

It is a positive function of repeti-

tion and the passing of time.

This growth is largely

perceptual in nature and involves a movement from an adynamic
state to a dynamic state.

In contrast, secondary growth

appears late in learning and is highly unstable.

It is

largely motor in character and represents a dynamic state.
The formation of secondary growth is generally dependent
upon the base of primary growth.
In summary, Snoddy stated that early growth was enhanced
by distributed practices while later growth was favorably
affected by continuous practices.
Another method employed by investigators to study
perseveration theories is the stimulus-maturation hypothesis.
Wheeler and Perkins (1940) refer to the perseverating process
as a form of growth and maturation which occurs during
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learning as a result of induced stimulation.

This maturation

is a function of the time elapsed from the beginning of
practice rather than the number of trials occurring within
that time.

Thus, the rate of improvement is enhanced by a

distribution of intervals which enlarges the time factor.
The distribution provides the stimulus to overcome the
fatigue of practice and allows the time for mental maturation to take place.
3. The differential fdrgetting theory subscr1bes
to the fact that during practice both correct and
incorrect responses are learned. Incorrect responses
may be expected to be less well fixed than the correct ones, therefore, they should be forgotten at a
faster rate during rest intervals than sessions which
do not offer these pauses [McGeoch and Irion, 1952,
p. 183].
Easley demonstrated this principle by showing that
poorly learned word-associations were forgotten at a faster
rate than well learned ones.

According to this assumption,

the rest interval which accompanies distributed practice
provides the opportunity or time for incorrect and conflicting
responses to be forgotten (McGeoch and Irion, 1952).
Since Ebbinghaus' initial investigation in 1885, the
work ~heories, the perseveration theories, and the differential forgetting theory have frequently been considered as
adequate explanation for the superiority of spaced over
massed practice.

Each has served as the basis for experi-

mental designs, and each has prompted additional endeavors
to determine the credibility of these assumptions in both
verbal and.motor learning.

The extent of the influence of

2.0

these theories is readily seen in the large number of
experimental studies which have been conducted to test the
interrelationship of these variables to the conditions of
massed and distributed practice schedules.
Summary
Massed and distributed practice schedules, as they
relate to performance and learning, have been a critical
factor of study since 1885.

During this time ~sychologists

have formulated theoretical models to explain what occurs
during these practice sessions.
In Chapter II, the inves,tigator presented a brief
historical and theoretical perspective of massed and
distributed practice schedules with the major hypotheses
classified into three headings:

work theories, persevera-

tion theories, and differential forgetting theories.
Chapter III includes a detailed description of the
procedures followed in the development of the study.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
The procedures for the present investigation will be
discussed in this chapter under the following major headings:
Selection of Textbooks and Generalizations, Forms and Written
Materials, Sources of Data, and Conduct of the Experiment.
The present investigation involved a documentary analysis
and an in-depth examination of the experimental research
designs related to massed and distributed practice schedules
which have been reported in the Physical Education, Psychology,
Business Education, and Music Education literature published
in the United States.

This process was used to determine

the credibility of generalizations cited in books related
to theories of learning and books related specifically to
motor learning.
Selection of Textbooks and Generalizations
A preliminary investigation uti;izing documentary
techniques and personal inquiry was initiated to determine
specific textbooks commonly used in courses related to
theories of learning and/or motor learning.

Seven books

were selected from which generalizations related to massed
and distributed practice schedules were obtained.
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The
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criteria utilized in the selection of the seven books
were:
,.
(1)

commonly used as textbooks for courses in the psychology

of learning and/or the psychology of motor learning,
(2) chronology according to rec&nt publication dates, and
(3) contained a section which emphasized massed and distributed practice schedules.

Based on the aforestated criteria,

three books were chosen from the field of psychology and
four books were selected from the field of physical education:
1.

Cratty, B. J.
Learning.

2.

1967.

Deese, J. and Hulse,
Learning.

3.

Movement Behavior and Motor

s.

1967.

Kingsley, H. and Garry, R.
Conditions of Learning.

4.

The Psychology of

Lawther, J. D.

The Nature and

1962.

The Learning of Physical Skills.

1968.
5.

6.

McGeoch, J. and Irion, A.

The Psychology of

Human Learning.

1952.

Oxendine, J. B.

Psychology of Motor Learning.

1968.
7.

Singer, R. N.

Motor Learning and Human Performance.

1968.
In the field of music education, the textbook entitled
The Objective Psychology of Music by Robert Lundin was
recommended by qualified persons as a frequently used source
for methodology and research in the discipline of music.
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Philosophy and Psychology of Teaching Typewriting by Russon
and Wanous represented a similar selection from the field of
business education.

These materials did not contain addi-

tional generalizations associated with massed and di.stributed
practice schedules which differed from those listed in the
psychology and motor learning books, therefore, they were
omitted as textbooks from which generalizations were chosen.
An analysis of the psychology and motor learning textbooks yielded the following geneializations related to
massed and distributed practice schedules:
1.

Many investigators have found that initial massing

with subsequent spacing of practices produces the highest
performance levels.

These findings are attributed to a

"warm-up" effect, "additive method" (initial massing with
gradually prolonged rests), or providing a ''foundation of
understanding" (Cratty, 1967).
2.

Early spacing with a later massing of trials proves

effective.

Such factors as fatigue or boredom are counter-

acted by distributed practice (Cratty, 1967; Singer, 1968).
3.

Distributed practices are generally more efficient

for learning and performance than are massed practices
(Cratty, 1967; Deese & Hulse, 1967; Kingsley & Garry, 1962;
Lawther, 1968; McGeoch & Irion, 1952; Oxendine, 1968;
Singer, 1968).
4.

Relative short practices (in time ·or in number of

repetitions) make for more efficient learning than do longer
practices (Oxendine, 1968; Lawther, 1968).
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5.

Proficiency which has been gained over a long

period of time is retained better than that which is
develope~ within a short period of time (Oxendine, 1968).
Tests of retention indicate a lessened dissimilarity in
performance between groups trained under massed and special
practice conditions (Singer, 1968).
6.

A higher level of motivation enables one to benefit

from longer and more concentrated practices than would be
possible with a lesser degree of motivation (Kingsley &
Garry, 1962; Lawther, 1968; Oxendine, 1968; Singer, 1968).
7 • . Practice sessions should be shorter for children
than for older persons (Kingsley & Garry, 19o2; Lawther,
1968; Oxendine, 1968; Singer, 1968).

8.

Longer practices are more beneficial to the highly

skilled since they can efficiently practice that activity
for longer periods of time than can persons or groups who
are less competent (Kingsley & Garry, 1962; Lawther, 1968;
Oxendine, 1968; Singer, 1968).
9.

Relatively constant lengths for practice sessions

seem to produce more learning than regular increases or
decreases in sessions (Deese & Hulse, 1967; Lawther, 1968;
McGeoch & Irion, 1952).
10.

In motor learning, there is a point of diminishing

returns or an upper limit to the advantage of spreading
practice out in time (Kingsley & Garry, 1962; Singer, 1968).
11.

The relative effectiveness of the distributed

practice depends upon the absolute and relative lengths of
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the work and rest periods (Kingsley & Garry, 1962; Deese &·
Hulse, 1967).
12.

The effectiveness of the distribution of learning

depends to a large extent upon wh~t one does during the rest
interval (Cratty, 1967; Deese & Hulse, 1967; .Kingsley &
Garry, 1962; Singer, 1968).
13.

The optimal length and spacing of practice periods

depends upon the nature of the learning task (Kingsley &
Garry, 1962; Singer, 1968).
14.

In gross motor ac~ivities, the number of repeti-

tions (shots, throws, and dives) should be considered as the
unit of practice rather than the time spent at the work
session (Oxendine, 1968).
In general, it may be stated that when the work involved in a task is great, when the skill is complex and not
meaningful, when frequency of required effort is high, the
practice should be spaced.

In contrast, massed practice

periods are more productive when the task is meaningful,
when insight is possible, when material is learned to a high
degree of proficiency, when peak performance is required in
a well learned task, or when prolonged warm-ups are necessary.
Forms and Written Materials
It was necessary to develop a format for recording and
systematizing the data.

Two forms were constructed which

provided for an in-depth examination of each experimental
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design as well as the principle variables involved in massed
and distribuied schedules which might affect the conditions
of practice.
parts.

Form A (Appendix) was sub-divided into six

Five of these parts provided for a representative

summary of each study and included bibliographic material,
the purpose(s) and/or hypotheses, the task employed, the
treatment of the data, and the conclusions of the study.
The sixth component afforded an opportunity for the present
investigator to critically examine the materials and methods
employed by the researcher, to analyze the design, and to
assess the constructs, procedures, and variables which were
employed in the investigation.
Form B was developed to facilitate a numerical count
of the ~pecific variables utilized within the practice
schedule of each experimental design.
contained in Chapter IV.

Copies of Form Bare

This form included 14 factors

which the investigator considered to be of primary importance
in an adequate research design:

(1) selection of subjects,

(2) the tasks or skills employed, (3) the experimental
environment,

(4) the type of schedule, (5) the length of

the interv~l, (6) activity of the subjects during the interval, ~7) a theoretical explanation for the interval, (8)
length of the experimental session, (9) motivation of the
subjects, (10) the length of the practice period or the time
element for each session, (11) homogeneity of the groups,
(12) recording of baseline performance, (13) relationship of
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hypotheses to either performance, retention, or both, and
(14) experimental results re.lative to the· superiority of
massed and distributed practice.
These 14 variables were subdivided into additional
categories.

Selection of the subjects was distinguished by

either age, sex, or the population from which they were drawn.
The tasks or the motor skills employed also have an effect
on any experimental design, therefore, this category provided an opportunity to record the level of proficiency of
the subjects in the task, the type of task relative to fine
and gross skills, and the type of mov~ment(s) in the task
described as either serial or discrete.
It was important to note the setting or the experimental
environment in which the investigations were conducted since
artificial and natural conditions present concepts which may
be incongruous.

Artificial settings provide for carefully

controlled conditions while natural situations increase the
realistic probabilities of performance at the expense of
some decrease in the control of variables.
The concept of distributed practice is based upon some
change that takes place during the interval; consequently,
it was necessary to account for the time of the interval,
what the subjects did during the interval, and an explanation or construct for the inclusion of the interval.

In

contrast, the work load for each task exemplified by either
a time factor or the number of trials might affect learning
and performance and must be included in the records.
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These variables are further influenced by the length of
the experimental sessions, by the homogeneity of the groups,
and by the assessment:of a baseline perf~rmance.
The workability of the formats for recording data was
determined by an in-depth analysis of five studies.

For

this pr~liminary investigation, two designs were chosen
from physical education and three studies were used from
psychology.

One study represented different schedules for

practice; two studies utilized a constant work pattern but
varied the rest interval; and another design varied the
practice session and held the rest interval constant.

The

fifth study tested for the influence of massed and distributed practices in which the variable of motivation also was
controlled.
The preliminary investigation included designs which
used both male and female subjects from college and high
school populations.

All subjects were engaged in a novel

task utilizing the fine skills of mirror tracing, billiards,
and the pursuit rotor in both artificial and natural
settings.
As a result of this in-depth analysis of five studies,
minor revisions were adopted for several topical headings to
give clarity and meaning to the variables as differentiated
on Form A and Form B.
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Sources of Data
The data utilized in the present inquiry included
books, periodicals, bulletins, theses, dissertations, reports,
microcards, and microfilms related to massed and distributed
practice schedules.

The reader is reminded that to meet the

demands of this study, the disposition of the data was
restricted to studies which used human subjects who performed motor tasks and to the literature published in the
United States.
Several methods were employed to locate data pertinent
to the study.

The investigator consulted with qualified

persons in physical education, psychology, business education, and music education at the Texas Woman's University,
Denton, Texas, and North Texas State University, Denton,
Texas, during the spring of 1970 to seek aid in the proper
selection of experimental literature related to massed and
distributed practice schedules.
To supplement the consultations, a letter was written
to the Houston Academy of Medicine Library, Houston, Texas,
for a "Medlars" search request pertaining to the topic of
practice schedules.

This service renders a preliminary

search of all experimental studies listed in Index Medicu~
for the past ten years.

It is directed by a Medlars Search

Analyst and prepared on an I. B. M. "read-out."

A second

letter was written to the Curator of Music, Library and
Museum of the Performing Arts, Lincoln Center, New York, New
York, to secure materials in the field of Music Education.
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These data represented by experimental designs were
listed also in major educational and research indices.

The

Cu mm u I a t e d Index Med i cu s wh i ch . orig fn ate d i n I 96 0 an nu a 11 y
reviews approximately 2400 periodicals.

Prior to this time,

this information was synthesized in the Quarterly Cummulated
Index Medicus published from 1927 through 1959.

The topic

of massed and d-istributed practice sch·edules was listed
under the headings of learning·, motor skills, practice, and
teac~ing.
The Education Index which incorporates references from
213 journals and magazines began in 1929.

Pertinent sources

of data in this reference were recorded under the topic of
practice.
Two major reference books were used to obtain data in
Music Education.-

The Music Index which originated in 1949

consolidates resources from 204 magazines and journals.
Experiments concerned with massed and distributed practice
schedules were registered under the categories of study and
teaching.

A co~pilation entitled Evaluation and Synthesis

of Research Studies Related to Music Education by Schneider
and Cady proved invaluable to the present investigation.
This book covered research in Music Education from 1930 to
1962 and included reports, theses, dissertations, and published books and articles.

A grand total of 11,810 titles

of probable research were listed in this book.

Of that

number, 1818 studies were reviewed and abstracted upon a
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priority system.

All dissertations and 212 theses, as well

as published documents were included in the final 1818 studies
reviewed.

The largest number of investigations were con-

cerned with the music teacher, the music student, and the
teaching-learnin~ process.

The latter category represented

potential data for the present investigation.
An additional 20 articles in Music Education were
reviewed in which the principle of spaced practice was advocated over massed practice.

None of these sources con-

tained references which were different from those found in
the psychological literature.
Master's Theses in Health, Physical Educatfon, and
Recreation edited by T. K. Cureton yielded a list of 3,725
studies.

Unpublished theses concerned with massed and

distributed practice schedules were recorded under the topics
of methods of teaching, practice, or schedules.
Completed Research in Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation included abstracts of master's and doctor's theses
from 73 institutions offering graduate programs in this
discipline.

It also included an index and a bibliography

of published research cited in 198 periodicals.

The topic

of massed and distributed practice was listed under the
headings of practice and distributed practice.
The Business Education Index which was first published
in 1940 reviews 73 periodicals and yearbooks in Business
Education.

Data specific to the conditions of massed and
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distributed schedules were categorized under the subheadings
of education and/or teaching.
Three additional indices proved to be beneficial in
locating pertinent data in Business Education.

A Bibliography

of Research Studies in Stenographic-Secretarial Training and
Work Reported Prior to 1959 compiled by Harves Rahe reviewed
30 periodicals, books, and monographs.

Experimental studies

were recorded under the topic of psychological bases for
teaching.

Another source entitled Ten Years of Shorthand

References (1927-1937) by Clyde Rowe summari.zed investigations from 30 journals.

Practice and type of schedules were

categorized under the divisions of methods, psychology, and
research.

The Typewriting Research Index edited by Harves

Rahe covered research studies in typewriting from 1904 to
1963.

Books, journals, theses, dissertations, and papers

specific to massed and distributed practice schedules were
listed under the topics of scheduling of classes, psychology
of skill building, length of class periods, and rest periods.
Twenty-three articles in Business Education were
reviewed in which the principle of spaced practice was
advocated over massed practice.

From these sources, two

experimental designs were incorporated in the working
bibliography.
At the conclusion of this major overview of these
various indices which included published and unpublished
research in physical education, psycholo~y, business
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education, and music education, the present investigator
examined 24 periodicals and magazines beginning with the
publication of Volume I to the volume published in 1970
(Appendix).
Conduct of the Experiment
The documentary analysis of studies began in April,
1970.

An attempt was made to include all stu~ies bearing

upon the problem of massed and distributed practice schedules
which covered a period of time from 1885 (Ebbinghaus' pioneer
study) through February, 1971.

In all but one case, the

original book, article, report, dissertation, or thesis
cited was read, abstracted, and analyzed . in detail.

Each

study served as an additional source for securing data by
following the network of references from article to article.
To insure accuracy in the investigator's summary · of
each study, a photocopy was made of the introduction and the
review of literature from the first 50 experimental designs.
This information was intended to serve as a cross reference
for the final analysis and evaluation of the studies.

The

investigat~r discontinued this procedure when she discovered
that the benefits accrued were not commensurate with the
cost involved.
The data were collected alphabetically according to the
surname of the author and organized chronologically by the
publication date of the book or article.
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A.total of 433 studies was examined.

Two hundred and

sixty-two were omitted from furthe~ analysis because they
did not meet the established criteria for inclusion in this
investigation.

Prominent ·factors which led to the deletion

of the studies were the use of nonhuman subjects, the extensive number of designs which incorporated mental or verbal
tasks, and the misleading titles used by investigators to
describe their studies.

Titles often bore no relationship

to the contents of the report . .
The remaining 171 psychomotor studies were subjected
to a documentary analysis and an _in-depth examination to
determine the credibility of generalizations cited in books
related to theories of learning and books related specifically
to motor learning.
Summary
In Chapter III, the investigator presented a detailed
discussion of the procedures followed in the development of
this inquiry under the following major headings:

Selection

of Textbooks and Generalizations, Forms and Written Materials,
Sources of Data, and Conduct of the Experiment.
Chapter IV contains an analysis and interpretation of
the data collected during the present investigation.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE
DATA--PART ·o-NE

The analysis and interpretation of the data collected
during this study are prese~ted in this chapter.

The various

factors which have been shown in the experimental literature
to affect the conditions of spaced and unspaced learning
will be enumerated, and each will be presented in relation
to the questions which guided the development of this inquiry.
Fourteen factors from each experimental design were
tabulated in Table 1 upon the basis of relationships which
exist within the two major conditions of practice.

In this

table, the studies are listed in chronological order.

Cer-

tain aspects of some investigations could not be forced into
tabular form, therefore they are analyzed and reported in
the body of the review with a further consideration of the
studies found in the table.

A few studies (14, 21, 30, 40)

did not include the information necessary for tabulation,
while· others (34-35, 13·3 -143, 124-129, 54-58) are reported
although they are duplications of the same investigations
cited in different publications.

In 13 studies (1, 9, 12,

14, 24, 28, 34, 35, 55, 61, 93, 124, 129), only the aspect
related to massed and d·istributed practice schedules was
35
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The first 30 years represents a total of 25 irivestigations in motor learning.

Interest and unanswered concerns

provided for an · increase in experimentation during the
1930's, reaching a peak during ihe 1946-1955 decade.

A

small decline follows, although ihe number is greater than
any other period excluding the prevfous one.
studies were conducted from 1966 to 1970.

Eighteen

It appears that

questions artd issues remained unresolved and that the
influence of massed and distrib~ted practice schedules on
performance and learning 6ontinues as an important domain
for investigation.

The emphasis in research prior to 1956

was concerned, almost without exception, with the effects
of distribution of practice upon motor performance, with
such performance phenomena : as scores at a designated stage
of practice, reminiscence, or warm-up rather than motor
learning.

In contrast, the experimental evidence from the

late 1950's and 1960's .indicates that these studies were
designed to compare the effects of massed practice versus
distributed practice on motor learning.
In addition to the total number of investigations
compl~ted, it is interesting to note the number of contrib-·
utors to this area.

One hundred and fifty-four investi-

gators have developed experimental designs to test the
effects of massed and distributed practice conditions·.
Ammons, who conducted 10 diffe~ent studies, and Kimble,· who
d i rec t e d 8 i n v e s t i g a t i on s ,. h a v e b e e n th e · mo s t

s y s t em a t i c
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contributors.

Adams, the Bilodeaus, Buxton, Cook, Hilgard,

Reynolds, Snoddy, Travis, and Tsao also have devoted much
of their effort to the problem of deir~ments in learning
performance.
Selection of Subjects
The influence of age and/or sex of the subjects on the
effectiveness of practice conditions varies both in type
and extent of the experiment.

The majority of the findings

have been based upon experiments in which the subjects have
been of college age.

Of the 171 studies, 65%, or 123

designs, had college students as subjects.

Categorically,

the number of investigations which used samples from a
population other than the college group are:
I,

(a) preschool--

(b) elementary--8, ·cc) junior high--8, (d) high school--

14, (e) and others, such as the Air Force, adults, auto
workers, and Nuns--23.
the selected sample.

Thirteen studies did not indicate
The number of subjects involved in

each investigation must be considered for several studies
have used too few subjects to provide data that is applicable beyond the selected experiment.
Age of the Subjects
Several studies have specifically examined the influence of age to the condition of practice.

Knapp,.Dixon,

and Lazier (1958) compared high school freshmen and college
seniors and found no difference between ihe time required
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to l~arn to juggle wheri ·bot~ massed ~nd distributed sch~dul~s
were used by both groups.

Totten (1953) tised a c6ntrol

group r a n g i n g i n a g e from 14½ th rough - 1 9½ ye a r s and a n
experimental group ranging in age from 13 thr-0u9h 17 years
t

o c om pa re

t

y p i n g re s u 1 t s •

Sh e found th a t th e two g r o up s

did not differ significantly on measures of rat·e and error
when the factor of age was held . constant.
Ammons, Alprin, and Ammons (1955) using the ~ursuit
rotor and subjects from grades three through twelve found
a progressive increase in ~kill accompanjing an increase in
age.

In contrast, Moncrieff, Morford, and Howell (1962)

compared 5-6-7 year-olds with 8-9-10 year-olds on six
swimming skills.

These investigators found no difference

in performance achievement of the two age groups.
Abbey's investigation (1962) points to the need for
longitudinal studies to determine the effect of age on
performance.

The Toronto Complex Coordinator was used with

three different age groups--3-6 yea~s, 6-8 years, and 7-10
years--and the results indicated that older subjects showed
higher levels of performance.

It is evident that experi-

mental results do not offer eviden-0e to substantiate the
claim that adult subjects are abl.e to practice longer than
younger ~nes.

Of primary interes•t is the fact that a

limited number of studies, five, have been devoted to this
topic when both age and practice conditions have been cons i d e red •

I t a pp e a r s th a t th e g e n e r a l i z a t i on re 1 at e d t o a g e
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has its basis only in studies that use learning curves f6r
different age groups rather than the two variables of age
and practice.
Sex of the Subjects
The sex of the subject is a factor which has received
experimental consideration.

Seventy studies analyzed in

the present investigation used only male subjects, while
I

34 investigations employed only female subjects; 39 designs
used both sexes; and 26 studies did not indicate the sex of
the subjects.

Of the 36 investigations which used both

sexes as subjects, five (111, 113, 115, 125, 131) assigned
an equal number of men and women td each group while 12
others (14, 15, 34, 35, 47, 66, 110, 133, 139, 140, 144,
.

.

151) assigned specific conditions within the sex.
Thirteen studies have considered the distinctive
influence of sex upon the performance scores as a function
of distribution.

Snoddy (1926), using a mirror tracing

task, found college women superior to men in the early
stages of learning but no significant differences between
the sexes in the late stages of learning.

Goodenough and

Brian (1929) used preschool subjects and suggested that
boys were better than girls when the results of a ring-toss
were compared.
Buxton and Henry (1939), as well as Buxton and Grant

(19 3 9 }, 1 o o k e d a t th e p e r f o rm a n c e o f . me n an ct wom e n o n t h e
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pursuit meter.

These studies yielded data which showed that

ma le s ex c e e d e d f e ma 1 e s on i n i t i a 1 a n d f i n a 1 p e r form a ri c:e a bi I .;..
ity~

The investigators concluded that women were more

subject to f~tigabil1ty on the pursuit meter than men.
Within the e~periment, women had a greater improvement when
the interpolated period involved rest than when another
activfty was involved.
With similar apparatus, Spence, Buxton, and M~lton
(1945) found significant differences between men and women
on the pursuit rotor with performance scores favoring the
men.

Ammons, Alprin, and Ammons (1955) also used the

pursuit rotor to compare scores for boys and girls.

Their

results . indicated that boys were always superior io girls,
but these differences were greater from grades nine to
twelve.

Irion (1949) found systematic sex differences on

the pursuit rotor with men scoring higher than women.
Young (1954) compared men and women in performance
in archery and badminton.

She concluded that the results

were not affected by sex although women showed greater gains
than men.
Archer and Bourne'.s inve·stigation · (1965), which involved alphabet printing, showed women superior to men in
this task.
Mon c r i .e ff , Mor f o r.d , a nd Howe 1 1 ( 1 9 6 2 ) d i s c e r n e d no
significant difference in performance in swimming when boys
and girls ranging in age from five to ten years were used
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as subjects.

A similar study by Keough (1962), which compared

the fitness of third and fifth grade boys and girls in a
daily or two-day-a-week program, indicated little difference between the gains of the two groups.
The Mul~iple Serial Discriminator was selected by Patel
and Grant (1964) to determine if sex differen~es existed.
No overall difference in performance was obtained although
women were superior to men in the early periods while opposite results were achieved in the late periods of practice.
Oxendine (1965) compared the performance scores of men
and women in a mirror-tracing skill and found no difference
between the sexes.
From this analysis, it can be determined that the five
studies which used a form of the pursuit rotor indicate
definite sex differences favoring male subjects.

When the

two tasks of mirror-tracing and serial discrimination were
used, women were superior in the early periods of learning
while men were better in th~ latter periods of learning.
Data from the inverted alphabet printing indicate superior
performance by women.

An additional study .involving mirror-

tracing produced no significant differences between the
sexes.

Lastly, three studies with young children as sub-

jects performing gross activities yielded dissimilar results.
One found boys superior to girls and two reported no dif(erence in the performance of boys and girls.
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The evidence is inconclusive when performance scores as
a function .of distribution are tested to determine the
influence of sex.

It appears that a consensus of support

favoring the superiority of male over female subjects occurs
only when the task involves performance on the pursuit rotor.
This factor pr~sents two concepts which should be considered
when one chooses subjects to participate in an investigation
to determine the effects of massed and distributed practice
schedules.

If the subjects represent only one sex, then

the conclusions must be restricted to that sex; if both
sexes serve as subjects, an equal number from each must be
assigned to both conditions for the results to be applicable
as a generalization.
Two issues remain unresolved.

First, there is a need

for additional research to determine the influence of sex
upon performance scores when practice conditions are used
as independent variables.

Secondly, it appears that twice

as many studies have employed male subjects as female subjects when according to census statistics women actually
constitute a greater proportion of the general population.
Skill Level of Subjects
·The initial proficiency of subjects performing a
designated task may affect the results obtained under different practice conditions.

Of the 171 studies analyzed,

only seven investigators s·ecu~ed subjects who were not
novice in th~ skill to be performed.
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Oliphant (1939) investigated the influence of daily
practice sessions for varsity basketball players.

The

results indicated no advantage of ~hort, daily practice for
this group.

In contrast, Webster's study (1940), whi~h wa~

descriptive in nature and involved the use of~- questionnaire, found that intermediate and champion bowlers indicated a preference for short and frequent practice periods,
or, more specifically, three times per week for 30 minutes
were advocated.
Rubin-Rabson (1940) had nine experienced piano players
practice selected pieces of music under both · distributed and
massed conditions.

There was no difference in final results

regardless of the condition used . .
Crawford et al.

(1947) observed Air Force members in

aerial gunnery techniques on four to eight flying missions.
Hits were more accurate when 2,000 rounds were distributed
over several missions rather than one day.

These investi-

gations · also compared nine high-scoring and nine low-scoring _
pilots with scores based upon accuracy of their first 10
missions.

The advantage of the superior group on perform-

ance was maintained for 45 missions.
There was no difference in 2, 3, or 4 days of practice
with 30 minutes each period when intermediat~ swimmers were
compared by Scott (1954),

'The.same results were obtained

by Brassie (1965) when he compared the free throw shooting
of skilled basketball players under massed and distributed
schedules.
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Each of these studies, with the exception of ihose by
Crawford and Webster, point to the fact that highly skilled
performers can effectively practice under either type of
conditiort without incurring decrements in perform~nce of .
I ea r n i n g .

Th i s s ta t em en t i s made wi th s om e re s er v a tTo n

because of the limited number of investigations to substantiate it.
An additional aspect emerges when the level of proficiency for subjects is discussed.

The possibility exists

that a subject may become proficient at a skill during
certain stages of learning, especially in fine motor skills.
One hundred and sixty-four studies used subjects who had
no experience with the task.
From this number, 30 concluded that distribution was
more effective during the initial stages of learning and
massing more efficient in the final stages, or vice versa.
These statements suggest that high degrees of proficiency
have been obtained somewhere in the learning period by the
subjects.
It should be pointed out that this generalization is
based upon an investigator's arbitrary standard of when a
person became proficient in the task.

Examples of this

arbitrat1on are exhibited by Pyle (1914) who considered
the first 5 of 60 practices as early learning; Lashley
(1915) concluded that few habits in archery were acquired

after 100 shots in an experiment that involved 400 rounds,
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or, more ~p~cifically, one-fourth of the ~ractice period
was utilized to gain proficiency iri the skill; Snoddy (1926)
stated that five circuits in mirror-tracing constituted the
adaption or early stage of learning while the 6th to 60tt
circuits favored facilitation or late s~ages of learning
when improvement is a function of repetition; Spence, Buxton,
and Melton (1945b) considered five minutes ·of an eight
minute task on the Complex Coordination Task as early
learning, alloting more time for the development ·of the
skill than for the refinement of it; Harm6n and Miller (1950)

stated that fro~ three to five piactice periods out of nine
were satisfactory for establishing beginning skills; Carron
and Leavitt (1968) found greater individtial differences and
intra-individual variability within the first four trials
of a 20 trial sequence on the pursuit rotor and stabilometer.
Other studies (9, 11, 23, 25, 28, 31, 32, 41, 46, 59, 72,
73, 81, 92, 93, 106, 109, 124, 134, 141) follow similar
patterns in arbitraril~ assigning the point a~ which the
subjects were proficient in their performance.

To compound

the problem, 11 studies favor massing during the beginning
stages of learning while 16 indicate a supe~iority for
distribution at the initial stage.

Consequently, when the

bulk of experimental designs are considered, there is little
support for the belief that highly skilled subjects can
p~ofit more from massed practic~ sessiohs.
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Nature of th'e Task
The nature of the tasks employed in the 171 studies
were analyzed under the following headings:

fine and gross

shills, complexity of the task, and methods for recording
scores.
Fine and Gross Skills

.\ .

Fifty-one tasks were used in the 171 studies to determine the influence of massed and distributed practice
schedules.

When results are combined on the basis of the

number of times the task was used, almost two thirds, or 127
of the studies, employed fine motor tasks as experimental
variables, in contrast to 59 gross motor skills.
Table 3 provides a summary of the specific tasks which
were utilized, and the number of investigations that incorporated the task.
An analysis of these data supports the contention that
the pursuit rotor, in one of its many forms, is the most
frequently used tool to determine the effects of massed and
distributed practice schedules.

Over 25% of the experiments

used this apparatus as a testing device.

It is interesting

to note that no investigator found massed practice superior
to distributed practice when the task involved the pursuit
rotor; six studies (31, 32, 41, 92, 109, 161) reported an
advantage for one condition early and another condition l~ie
or v.i c e versa; the rem a in in g 4 4 stud i es favored di st rib u t ion
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of practice either for both performance and learning (28
studies) or for performance with no difference in leartiing
(16 studies).

It seems quite plausible that Meyers' (1967)

statement that the pursuit rotor •is not a typical motor _task
may be correct.

She charges that "it is notorious for its

sensitivity to the influence of massing and distributing
practice and for the relatively large amounts of reminiscence as well as the warm-up phenomenon [p. 73]."

This

problem is fu~ther illustrated when the two studies by
Spence, Buxton, and Melton (1945a and b) are compared.
Practice conditions were similar; continuous practice for
eight minutes

was

combined with three conditions of rest.

One experiment used the pursuit rotor and reported the
superiority of distributed practice over that of massing.
The SAM Complex Coordination Task was used in the second
design.

No differences were observed for the first five

minutes of practice and distribution was important only
during the last three minutes of ~he practice period.
This pattern which favors · distributed over massed
practice continues when another frequently used fine motor
skill--inverted alphabet printing--is employed.

Twelve

studies (49, 67, 68, 69, 70, 86, 95, 99, 103, 115, 123, 131)
were conducted with this task.

Two studies (99 and 123)

revealed no difference between the conditions; results of
the remaining 10 investigations ascribed an advantage to
distributed practice although three (67, 70, 103) designs
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credited this superiority to performance, with no difference
between the conditions when motor learning was'considered.
Mirror-tracing (stabilimeter) was another fine motor
skill often used to determine the influence of distribution
of practice.

The results for this task are not as consistent

as for the former two tasks.

Four of the 13 studies found

no difference; two favored distribution; four suggested the
advantage of massed practice late in learning and distribu
tion early in learning, while two others indicated that a
massed schedule was better early in learning and a distributed
schedule was superior late in learning; one study found massed
practice helpful when scores were taken in terms of time and
distribution beneficial when scores were indicative of the
number of responses made (14, 18, 25, 33, 46, 61, 74, 81,
82, 128, 134, 138, 151).
These three tasks constitute over one-half of the
investigations concerned with fine motor skill learning.
It appears that distributed practice is superior to massed
practice when fine motor skills are employed, especially if
the scores represent performan�e rather than learning.
This pattern is not substantiated when gross motor
skills are used as the task variable . . Basketball (13, 21,
36, 141, 145, 148, 153), the stabilometer (152, 159, 161,
165, 168, 171), volleyball (125, 129, 145, 158), and archery
(7, 24, 110, 120) were repeatedly chosen as tasks to ascer.tain the better practice schedule.

In basketball skills,
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the results from four studies indicated no difference
between the conditions; two favored distribution; and one
found massing in early learning and distribution in late
learning to be helpful.

Six investigations using the

stabilometer had results which showed significant'ly better
performance with distributed practice but reported no difference in learning between the practice groups; one found
learning to be better under massed conditions and performance superior under distributed conditions; and o~e favored
distribution for early learning but no difference in lat~
learning.

In volleyball studies, two investigators reported

no diffeience between practice groups and two suggested
achievement in volleyball was ~est obtained when early
practices were distributed and late practices were massed.
Archery provides similar data.

One study favored massing,

two found no difference between conditions, and one indicated no difference early in ·1earning although distribution
was better late in learning.

The trend of the findings for

these four activities is parallel to that obtained when
studies using the other 24 skills are examined.
It is evident that the findings from laboratory studiis
testing fine motor skills cannot reliably be applied to
learning or performing gross ·a nd complex motor activities.
Complexity of the Task
The complexity of the task has been listed as one
criterion that determines the effe~tiveness of either massed
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or distributed practice schedulesi

Eighteen studies have

investigated this facet of learning in relationship to conditions of praetice.
six areas:

The investigations can be subdivided into

maze and puzzle learning, weight loads or

resistance, category resporises, work surface height, relationship of fine and iross skills, and relationship of two
gross skills.
Cook and Hilgard (1949) studied massing and distributing
practice using a finger maze.

They found that easy_ skills

are mastered more efficiently with massed practic~, while
difficult skills · shotild be spaced . for best result.s.
Pechstein (1917 and 1921) investigated the effect of
distribution of practice in the learning of mazes with
twelve cul de sacs.

In both experiments, the results indi-

cated an advantage for massed practice when the task was
short and easy, when elements needed to be connected or
consolidated, but that distributed practice was essential
when a task may have many errors, for the elimination stage,
and when the whole method is used in conjunction with the
practice condition.
T. W. Cook studied conditions of practice using a
U-type finger maze (1937) and T and Cross puzzles (1934).
He concluded that massed practice was · beneficial when the
task involved trial and error, wheri it was short, when
problem solving, insight, and configuration were involved,
and when the experimental procedures involved a response
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element.

Distribution wa~ helpful when lon_g mazes were ~sed,

when it was necessary to fixate the pattern, and when the
experimental procedure itivolved a total~time. element.
Gavuri~ (1965) used a T puzzle with a massed group
performing for 50 rionsecutive mintites. · Two distributed
groups had 25 two minute trials with 15 seconds and five
minutes rest.

The massed group was superior to the dis-

tributed groups.

The investigat-or concluded that massed

practice facilitated the problem-solving technique.
Bilodeau (1952a) used 64 practice conditions on a ball
chute test.

Subjects lifted weighted balls of 21, 42, 84,

and 168 grams in practice conditions o-f 2, 4, 8, and 16
minutes with rest after 1, 2, 4~ or 8 minutes.

Physical

output was inversely related to the. length of the practice
period.
Bilodeau (1952b) had subjects perform a cranking task
with resistant loads of 1, 2, 3, and 4 degrees of braking
force controlled by a tachometer generator.

Bilodeau (1954)

used the same cranking task but force was increased with an
increasing rate of rotation.

Results from both experiments

indicated that rate of cranking decreased as a function of
practice time.

In conirast, Bilodeau and Bilodeau· (1954)

used load resistances of 1, 2, .3, and 4 degrees of braking
force on a man~al cranking task.

They found performance and

recovery independent of work loadings.
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. Patel and Grant's i~vestigati~n (1964) compared forced
.

.

resistance .of 2O0~ 400, 600~ and 800 grams on the Multiple
Serial Discriminator.

T~ey reported that the effort va~i-

a I:> 1 e h ad no i n f 1 u e n c e on pre re s t p e r f o rm an c e , bu t · th e
.

.

.

intermediate-effort-gr~up ' ~a~ su~eri·or to th~ other three
groups in postrest perf6rmance.
A similar design was in~orpor~ted by Eckstrand (1949); ·
He used thiee levels of effort and work with the pursuit
rotor and found no differences on postrest trials due to
degree of task loads.
Ammons and Ammons (1949) inspected the influence of
different numbers of responses.

Subjects · were involved in

a card-sorting task involving 8, 10, or 12 card categories
at 48, 58, or 68 throws per minute.

Slower pacing and fewer

categories led to the best performance.
Ellis, Douglas, and Montgo~ery (1954) investigated the
effects of different work-height surfaces with conditions
of practice, and found that this variable did not affect
performance.
A comparison of complexities involved in fine and gross
motor skills was conducted by Baines (1962).

Four practice

conditions were used with the stabilimeter and with the
shuffleboard: massing, alternating two fine and two gross
skills, increasing-decreasing s6hedules from fine . to gross
ski 11 s, a n.d a de c re a sing-inc re a sing sch e du 1 e" from fine to
gross skills.

He found no overall difference in the
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achievement with the motor laboratory skill (stahilimeter)
although gains in ea~li periods favored massing.

There were,

however, significant differences iri the motor activity skill
·(shuffleboard) favoring distributed practice.

Graw (1968) ~ompared two gross ~ritor activities to
determine if the same practice schedulei obtained the same
results with different types 6f activities.

The stabilometer

and the Bachman Ladder . Climb were used With five combinations
of practice and rest.

Interesting results wer~ reported for

motor tasks such as the ladder climb where physical work per
trial increased as skill increased -, large intertrial rests
were needed; with motor learning tasks such as the stabilometer, where physical work decreased per trial as skill
increased; massed sche~ules were more efficient than distributed schedules.
It appears that massing is better for tasks which are
short and which involve insight and problem solving.

Dis-

tributed schedules favor long tasks, ~hen the possibility
of error is high, and when responses are ~apid and require
a variety of reactions.

This conclusion may be drawn only

for tasks that involve maze or puzzle work.

It is important

to test these assumptions under a wider variety of skills
to determine if they are valid for other tasks that incorporate s i mi 1 a r c r it e·r i a . ·
With fine motor skills, the effects of different work
i.

1 o ads , a s · we 11 a s body po s ·i t i on , have 1 it t I e i n f 1 u enc e on
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overall performance.

This factor has not been investigated

for gross motor acti~ities.
There . is, perhapi, a difference in complexity of fine
and gross motor activities.

One study does not, however,

provide adequate evidence for -generali~ations, but it can
provide avenues for additional research.

The same problem

arises in comparing two gross skills when the amount of
physical work increases as skill increases, in contrast to
the decrease of physical work as skill increases.

It is

important to determine if this factor is maintained when a
wide variety of skills with similar criteria are compared.
Methods for Recording Scores
The results of experimental studies differ according to
the method employed by the investigator for recording scores.
Several investigators (Snoddy, 1935; Lorge, 1930; Nance,
1947; Massey, 1959; Nix and Ammons, · 1949) have used the
pacing technique in which time in seconds and errors are
kept equal by telling the subject to go faster when time is
in excess of errors or vice versa.

It is possible that

distribution has a different influence for paced work than
it has for unpaced work, as was pointed out by both Nance
and Nix and Ammons.
Tsao (1948), Cook (1944), Archer (1956), and Ammons
(1953) discussed the effects of amounts of practice and
amounti of time to learning efficiency.

Tsao found that
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with equal practice, spaced learning was more efficient than
massed but with an equal duration of time the massed group
could practice more and reach a hi�her level of efficiency.
Cook and Archer, however, found tha� iesults differed when
scores were recorded by responses rather t�an a time ele-·
ment.

Response scores favored massed conditions while time

scores favored distribution.
Two other.measures can be used to determine differences
between groups.

The increase method compares scores b�tween

the performance level at the initial rise of the postrest
performance curve and the level of the first postrest trial.
The decrement method is used to determine the difference
between the performance level on the last prerest trial and
the first postrest trial (Adams, 1952; Barch, 1954).

Results

from experimental studies do vary according to the scoring
method used.
Statistical Techniques
Almost all experimenial studie� require some form of
statistical analysis of the d�ta.

Descriptive statistics

serve as a tool which enables the investigator to assess the
attributes of a sample or to describe the cu!rent status of
the group.

Often, however, an inve�tigator is concerned

with generalizing the data beyond the specific sample or
making inference_s from his data to the population from which
his sample is taken.

This techn�que is termed inferential
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statistics and frequentiy invol�es tests of significance to
determine the reliability of differences between coriditicins
of two or more groups.

Inappropriate statistical--techniques

can affect design, sample, and con�lusions.
An analysis of statistical procedu·res utilized in the
171 studies provid�d interesting patterns.

A subdivision

into ten-year periods illustrates both strengths and weak
nesses of designs relative to statistical consider�tions.
Fiom 1905 to 1915, seven studies in- motor learning were
conducted.

The results from each experiment were presented

in the form of improvement scores for each grriup, per cent
scores, gains, or learning curves.

No. attempt was made to

determine the significance of differences which existed
between massed and distributed conditions.
Investigations in the decade 1916-1925 used similar
descriptive statistics, although Murphy (1916) described
his results in terms of standard deviations.

One additional

method of examining results was presented by Pechstein
(19i7 and 1921).

Scores were compared by both time- and

error factors.
From 1926 to 1935, three inveitigators applied infer
eniial statistics to their data.

Goodenough and Brian (1929),

Co zens (19 3 1) , and Snoddy ( 1926 and 19 3 5) used the techni q ue
of standard error of the standard deviation, standard error
of the mean, and mathematical formulas, respectively, to
explain their results.

Learning curves remained as the most
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common method of reporting the experimental findings during
this decade.
An emergen6e of refined statistical techniques occurred·
in reported studies between 1936· and 1945.

Eleven of 23

studies (25, 34, 35, 37, 38, 41,. 42, 44, 45, 47, 48) used
tests of significance including the standard error of the
mean, critical ratio, i test, and analysis of variance to
determine th� reli�bility of differences between massed and
distributed schedules.

Another technique, the backwards

extrapolation of learning curves, was reported by Bell (1942).
From 1946 to 1970, only six investigators failed to use
tests of significance when examining their data.

In most

cases, in the opinion of the present investigator, appro
priate statistical tech�iques were chosen for particular
designs.

These tests included tools for both parametric

and nonparametric experimentation sueh as regr�ssion equa
tions, factor analysis, chi square, straight line fit of
least squares, Alexander Trend Test, Mann-Whitney Signed
Ranks Test, 1 test for independent and correlated groups,
analysis of varian�e, analysis of covariance, critical
ratio, Orthogonal comparisons, and intra-individual vaiiance.
The purpose of examining statistical procedures incor
porated by the various investigators was two-fold.
one has received enumeration.

The first

The second purpose was· to

determine the oveiall effect upon generalizations related to
massed and distributed practice schedules if a large number
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of studies had employed inappropriate statistical tech
niques.
Approximat�ly one-fifth (40 studies) of the research
designs reported_ results in terms of gains, per cents�
improvement scores, and/or learning cutves.

No attempt was

made by the investigators of these studies to determine if
expressed differences were significant.
As early as 1915, Lashley stated, "In comparative
studies of learning� it seems thai the use of percentages
is justified only when it is clear that each step in
learning presents the same difficulty to all individuals
compared

[p. 110] ." It is interesting to note that the

percentage of gains, errors, and time was the most common
method used from 1905 to 1935 to record and report the data.
The reliability of these data is challenged even more since
later studies (Adams, 1952; Archer, 1954; Bourne and Archer,
1956; Digman, 1956; Baines, 1962; Ostarello, 1967; Whitney,
1968) have detected similar differences between massed and
distributed practice when findings have been expressed by
learning curves, gains, and percentages but when these dif
ferences were subjected to statistical tests of significanrie,
the discrepancy in performance and/or learning scores
between the two conditions was not significant.

Unfortunately,

several studies which are classical examples of the superiority
of distributed over massed practice appear in the former cate
gory, i.ncluding those by Dearborn, Pyfe, ··Pechstein, Cook, and·
Travis.
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If these 40 studies were deducted from the totil numbe~
of 171 investigations, there appears even· less support for
the contention that distributed practice is more advantageous
than massed practice in mot'or ski 11 learning.
Experimental Envirbnment
The experimental environment in which the investigatiorts
were conducted was of importance since artificial settings
provide for more carefully controlled conditions while
natural situations sometimes increase realistic probabilities
of performance at the expense of some decrease in the control
of variables.
Some investigators used two or more tasks, therefore,
171 environmental settings were considered.

The following -

results were obtained when the data were examined according
to the environmental conditions (artiffcial· or natural) in
which fine and gross mot~r skills were examine~.

Artificial

or laboratory settings were used for 114 studies incorporating fine motor skills while 12 were conducted in a natural
environment.

In contrast, studies utilizing gross motor

skills were frequently conducted in natural surroundings.
Thirty-five out of the 49 studies which examined gross motor
skills were subject to experimentation under these conditions.
The present investigator f6und that variables were as well
controlled in gross motor studies as those using fine motor
skills.

Most gross motor activities were isolated into a
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specific or limited number of components which enabled an
adequate control of the variables.
In the previous section on the nature of the task, it
was pointed out that findings from the laboratory studies
often could not be applied to gross motor activities.

Per~

haps the lack of parallel results for the two different
types of motor activities occurs, to some extent, because
testing situations are not uniform i~ providing psychological and/or physiological sets for the subjects.
Experimental Sessions
It was important to the purpose of this inquiry for the
investigator to determine if the variable of length of practice time in each reported study had any influence upon
performance and/or learning.

An analysis was initiated to

compare investigations which were conducted during a one-day
session with those that were performed over a period of one
week, one month, one year, or another time pattern.
The findings from 72 studies·were based upon a one day
experimental period.

Within this group, four investigations

found massed practice superior to distributed practice.
Results from 45 of these designs concluded that spaced
p r a c t.i c e wa s mo re be n e f i c i a 1 th a n c on c e n t r a t e d p r a c t i c e .
No difference between conditions of practice during the one
day experiment was reported by three investigators.
.

.

Twenty

investigators found distributed practice favorable for
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performance, although no s'ignificant differences were
ob ta in e d b e t we e n th e c o nd 1 ti on s

Wh e n 1 e a ·r n i

n g wa s a s s e s s e d .

In the one week, one month, and one year category of
time, five studies were report~d.

The r~sults from two

·designs supported the superiority· of distributed ·practice,
one indicated n_o difference, and one favored spaced prac~
tice for performance but no difference for learning in the
one week time element.

One investigaior used the one month

pattern and reported results suggesting benefits for
distribution of effort and practice.
"Other" time schedules offer results with contradictory
perce~tages for each category. · Fourteen investigations
favored malsed practice, 39 showed advantages for distribution, 29 f~und no difference between the conditions, and six
illustrated beneficial effects of distributed schedules
during performance with no difference ~hen learning was considered.

Seven additional studies found advantages for

both conditions in either beginning or late stages or for
specific types of activities · such as archery-badminton,
archery-volleyball, or stabilometer-ladder climb.
Table 4 provides a summary of the relationship between
the ~referred practice schedules and length of the experimental period.
From an analysis of Table 4, it is evident that the one
day experimental sessions had a larger percentage of studies
which prqduced results favoring spaced over unspaced practice

TABL~ 4

Percentage of Studies in Relationship to Preferred Practice
·
Conditions and Length of Experimental Sessions

M

6%

D

ND

P-L

63%

4%

20%

a, b, c, d
M
D

ND

P-L

Note:

One Month (1 )c

One Week (4)b

One Day (72) 8
M

D

50%

ND

P-t.

25%

25%

M

D

ND

P-L

100%

= Number of studies represented in each experimental
·
= Massed practice favored
Distributed
practice
favored
=
- No significant differences between conditions

Other (95)
M

D

16%

45%

ND

32%

d
P-L

7%

session

= Performance findings favored distributed practice; no significint
differences were -obtained between the conditions when learning was
measured

·Numbers represent the percentage of studies in their relationship to
the practice conditions and the length of the experimental sessions.

co
I\.:)
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conditions.

These restilts were not nearly so ~ell-defined

-in situations which included longer experimental times.

1t

is a plausible concept that the length of time devoted
to
.
.

experimentation may have an important influence upon performance and/or learning scores, especially since there was
a decrease in the percentage of studies favoring distributed
practice and an increase in the percentage of st~dies which
found no significant difference between conditions as the
experimental session increased in length.
Homogeneity of Groups
For any effect to be attributed to distribution of
practice, all groups must be initially comparable in per-.
formance.

It is important to recognize that the homogeneity

of the groups under consideration was evaluated on the basis
of initial task performance level and not other factors
which often are used to match groups.
Many investigators adequately described the statistical
method they employed to determine if groups were equated.
Other investigators either failed to describe this procedure
or assumed such information could be calculated from the
data which were presented.

Unfortunately~ the latter situa-

tion leads to additional problems of interpretation.

The

following five studies will serve as examples of this dilemma.
Travis (1939) listed the percentages of performance scores
which varied from 68 to 70 on trial one as nearly equal
groups.

Kimble's groups (1949) had an even greater range
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for the first minute of practice.

The mean scores for t ·he

groups were 28 and 35 • . Bilodeau and ' Bilodeau (1954) had a
difference of five mean nu~bers of revolutions : between
groups performing a cianking task on the first trial, and
Adams : (1954) expressed a differen~e between 50 and 100
thousandths of a minute foi time on target , with the pursuit
rotor.

It is possible that these groups may hay~ been homo-

geneous, yet no objective or reliable method was used to
determine this factor, in as much as a si~ilar study (Lewis
and Lowe, 1956) found that a mean which was varied by -0ne
point was significantly _different for two groups.
Often investigators assumed that if a random sample of
the population was used, it was not necessary to equate
groups.

This common practice of random sampling is ineffec-

tive and inaccurate unless it is combined with some statistical test to assure equality of groups.

Only in this manner

can the results of a study on performance and learning be
attributed to the effects of the independent variables.
Crawford (i947) has demonstrated that data cannot be
analyzed effectively if groups are not equated, especially
since the superiority of one group over another is maintairied
for long periods of time .. · These results indicate that the
conclusions of the 78 investigations which failed to establish homogeneity between or among groups may be subject to
severe criticism or doubt . either when the difference is
attributed to the effect of a particular practice condition,
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or when the results are used to suppdrt a generalizati6n
concerning spaced and unspaced schedules.
Closely allied with this concept is that of recrirding
stores for baseline perfbrm~nce.

Upon what standard will

subjects from different groups be measured if an initial
score is not taken?

Performa·nce, ! _e arning; percentages, and

gains are expressions which are dependent upon some starting
point.

It is apparent that in the six studies (39, 120,

122, 142, 156, 157) which did not indicate assessment of a
baseline performance, the investigators assumed that all
subjects would begin at a zero perfoimance level.

Assump-

tions of this nature can lead to both biased and incorrect
conclusions.
The Function of Length of Practice
and Rest Periods
The length of practice, the length of rest, and ·a relationship of these two elements were analyzed in the present
study to determine if optimal times for · these variables
could be obtained.
Practice Periods
Many investigators have sought to determine the influence of the amount of practice upon performance or the
effects of various trial lengths upon learning.

The ques-

tion of optimal work loads has been considered by several
investigators and the conclusions are varied.
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Pyle (1913) compared 15, 30, 45, and 65 minutes of
practice in transcribing the alphabet.

He· found 30 minutes

to be the most effective length for practice.

It appeared

that 15 minutes was too short while 45 or 60 minutes were
too long to obtain efficient results.
Books (1919) had elementary school students practice
handwriting for either 50, 75, or 100 minutes a week.

in

terms of learning, the 50 minute group was as goQd as the
other two longer practice groups.
Travis (1939) used six groups and varied the length of
practice on the pursuit rotor i~to 1, 2, and 4 minute sessions.

The findings pointed to the superiority of the two

minute group while the four minute group produced the poorest
scores.
Henshaw and Holman (1930) varied the length of practice
on a chain ~ssembly skill.

O~e group practiced for 80

minutes in the morning and 80 minutes in the afternoon;
two groups practiced only during the m9rning session.

The

investigators concluded that extending the daily training
had no effect on the amount of learning.
Duncan (1951) conducted an experiment using the pursuit
rotor in which two groups had five minutes work, 10 minutes
rest, and five minutes work.

One group practiced continually

during the work, the other group worked 10 seconds and
rested 20 seconds.

He reported that the shorter practice

session was more beneficial even though less total practice
time was used.
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A complex reaction time test was used by Riopelle
( 1 9 5 0) t o de t e rm i n e th e in f lu e n c e o f c on d i ti o n s up on 1 ea r n ing.

The conclusions supported th~ effectiveness of shorter

daily practices over longer ones as the experiment continued,
implying early as well as late learning. _
In mirror-tracing experiments, Harmon and Oxendine
(1961) had one group pra6tice two trials per day, one group

had five trials, and one group had eight.

The longer prac-

tice periods were best for the first three practices, while
.

.

shorter periods were advantageous during late stages of
learning.
Oxendine (1965) used the same apparatus but varied the
schedules; nine circuits on an increasing plan, nine circuits
on a decreasing pattern, and a constant schedule of five
circuits per day.

A constan.t practice schedule was superior

to increasingly longer or increasingly shorter practice
periods.
Knoppers and Coston (1968) compared the performance of
three groups using a pencil maze.

One group had four 10

second trials for three days; one group had six 10 second
trials for two days; and one group had twelve 10 second
trials for one day.

The one day group was superior to the

two or three diy groups.
Wagner (1962) developed three different work loads for
three groups in four basketball skills.

In field goal

shooting 5, 1 0, or 15 tr i a 1 s were given; 1 , 2, or 3 c i r cu its
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were · used for speed dribble; · 15, 25, or 35 trials were taken
in the wall bounce; and 4, 6, and 8 trials were attempted
for free throw shooting.

He found that the longer practice

or trials were significantly greater ea~ly in learnin9 but
no differences were reported late in learning~
Rest Periods
The length and frequency of rest periods is another
factor which affects learning.

If distributed practice is

superior to massed practice, it is obvious that the variable
of rest is the differentiating factor between the two conditions~

Consequently, there exists the possibility of an

optimal rest interval which is more advantageous than others.
Kimble and his co-workers have been prolific contributors
to this area of reseaich.

Using the pursuit rotor, Kimble

and Horenstein (1948) gave subjects 10 trials of 50 seconds
work and 10 seconds rest followed by rest intervals of 10,
30, 150, 300, 600, or 1200 seconds before the final. two
trials.

They reported that performance under both work

loads increased with increased rest periods up to 10 minutes,
after which increased rest patterns had no effect.

An addi-

tional study reported by Kimble (1949c) which involved the
inverted alphabet printing task with O, 5, IO, 15, or 30
second trials of practice suggested that after five minutes
of work all learning occurred during the rest periods and
that the rate of learning progressed in a linear relationship
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to the length of rest.

In contrast, Kimble and Bilodeau

(1949) compared the effects of 10 and 60 sesonds work with
10 and 60 seconds rest on the Minnesota Manipulation Test.
Their results indicated that work was more important than
rest. · A further analysis by Kimble (1949b) considered the
effects of rest when the amount of practice was held constant in inverted alphabet printing.

These results pointed

to the fact that practice was more important early in
learning, whereas the combination of work and· rest functioned
late in learning.
Travis (1937b) studied the effects of five minutes of
work on the pursuit oscillator with variations of rest set
at 5 minutes, 20 minutes, 48 hours, 72 hours, and 120 hours.
The 20 minute rest was optimal, the five minute rest was
too short, and intervals 48 hours and over were too long.
Lorge (1930) used a mirror-tracing device to compare
the effects of 20 massed trials with 20 spaced trials
separated by either one minute or 24 hours.

Both the one

minute and 24 hour interval were superior to massed practice
although the 24 hour

distribution was more advantageous

than the one minute interval.
Leuba and Hyde (1905) investigated the influence of the
rest period upon the learhing ability of transcribing
English prose into German script.
48, and 72 hours were used~

Rest intervals of 12, 24,

The results indicated that the

24 hour rest was best early in learning and the 48 hour
rest late in learning.
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Using the pursuit rbtor, Dor~ and . Hilgard {1937) had
groups practice for one or _three minutes an·ct rest either
3, or 11 minutes.

r,

The 11 minrtte group performed best fol-

lowed by the three minute and the one minute groups.
Another study by Dort and Hilgard (1938), with the same
instru.ment, led to the conclusion that increasing rests
were more effici_~nt th~n decreasing ~ests.
Cook and H1Igard (1949) comp~red increasing and
decreasing rest intervals of 3 minutes, I minute, and 20
seconds with increasing and decreasing work loads of 6, 11,
and 16 trials on the pursuit rotor.

Their results indicate

that a constant rest period is better than an increasing or
decreasing rest schedule.

However, Hilgard and S~ith (1942)

found long rests of th1·ee minutes beneficial early in
pursuit rotor learning and short, one-minute rest beneficial
late in learning.
Ammons (1947, 1951, 1952) investigated the effects of
rest upon performance.

In two studies the length of prac-

tice was held to eight minutes, while on~ investigation
had a 12 minute work period.

He reported in all three

experiments that a five minute rest was optimum.
Disparity was observed by Ammons (1950) when he varied
intertrial . rests of O, 20, 50 seconds, 2, 5, 12 minutes, and
24 hours with 20 second practice trials.

In this design,

the "intermediate 1~est of 50 seconds was best for the total
12 minutes of work.
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Bell (1942) reported that a 10 minute interval in a
pursuit rotor task was bettffr than 1, 6, 24, or 30 hours of
.

.

rest given after the lifth trial of a session which involved
20 one-minu te tri a1s.

I n a nu m ber o f mirror -trac i ng exp er i-

me rits, Snodd y (1 926, I935 , 193 8 ) f <> und I ong rest s to be

beneficial early in learning and short intervals effective
late in learni�g.
Kientzle (1946) studied the effects of 10, 12, 15, 20,
and 70 one-minute practice trials with a 3, 5, 10, 15, 30,
45, 60, 90 second, or 7 day interval in an inverted alphabet
printing task.

She found learriing to be an increasing func

tion of the duration of rest up to 60 seconds.

The two

longest rest intervals produced diminishing returns.
Hardy (1930) found no difference in performance for
stylus maze work when intertrial work was investigated, but
interpolated rest of four days was b�tter than 12 hours,
I, 2, or 3 days.
Riopelle (1950) in a leaining study involving complex
reaction time reported an interday iest more beneficial
than an intraday rest.

Reyna (1944), ho wever, using the

pursuit rotor found no significant differences between
interpolated rests of six and 24 hours.
Buxton (1943) reported that subjects in pursuit rotor
performance with the same intertrial interval but different
�egrees of practice--5, 25, and 35 per cent established as·
the learning criterion--obtained maximum performance with
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interpolated rest of 10 minute.s. · Troyer (1930) also investigated the effects of different rest periods up6n pursuit
meter_ learning.

Five gro~ps r~ceived

o,

1, 3, 5, or 9

mi nu t e re s t s be twee n b1 o ck s · of four mi nu t e tr ia ls . . Hi s
results indicated that optimal rest occurred somewhere
between five and nine minutes.

Schucker, Stevens, and

Ellis (1953) reported similar conclusions supporting the
optimum rest interval of 10 minutes in inverted alphabet
printing.

They found a 10 minute rest after 20 or 30 trials

of massed practice to be as effective as a 30 second inter~
trial rest for each of 33 trials.
Bilodeau and Bilodeau (1954)--in four experiments with
a cranking task varied the rest intervals for 5, IO, 40,
and 80 seconds and 1., _3, 6, and 60 minutes with a total of
4 or 5 minutes in prerest and postrest conditions--found the
length of rest to be more important than the length of
practice.
In a gross motor activity, Singer (1965) found five
minutes interpolated between four blocks of 20 basketball
shots to be as effective as 24 hours interspersed between
blocks.
Relationship Between Practice
and Rest Periods
Several investigators have looked at the relationship
and interaction between work and rest rather than the
influence of each variable as a separate · entity upon practice
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conditions.

This approach has included the establishment of

opt i ma_1 r a t i o s , · i n c re a s i n g a n d de c re a s i n g s ch e d u I e s , a·n d · a n
exchange of practice conditions.
Dearborn (1910) found that daily practices with a 24
hour rest interval was better than practice twice a day with
a 12 hour rest interval in handwriting tasks.

Humphreys (1937) collected performance ·scores on the
pursuit rotor uiing five minutes of intertrial rest and four
minutes or 24 hours for interpolated rest with 30 trials per
day.

When these data were compared, rest was found to be a

differentiating factor early in learning but the work _
schedule was most influential in the late stages of practice.
Ammons (1947) conducted ari extensive experimental design
utilizing 1/3, 1, 3, 8, and 17 minute work periods with 1/3,
2, 5, IO, 20, 60, and 360 minute rest periods.

The 34

combinations of work and rest on the pursuit rotor were
followed by an eight minute work period . . Ammons concluded
that work decrement reached a maximum during eight minutes
of work, dissipated after two minutes of rest, and reached
a maximum at 20 minutes with a five minute rest optimal for
the task.

He further reported that work was the crucial

factor in this study.
Kimble presented the iesults of two studies in which
sub J e ct s printed the inverted ·a 1 p ha bet .

In one study (19 4 9 c )

he reported that ear_ly learning was a function of practice
and lat~ learning was a function of rest~

The second design

(1949b) supported the importance of practice in early learning
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but work and rest were found to be equilly importarit late
in learning.

Kimble and Bilodeau (1949) using a different

task--Minnesota Rite of Ma~ipulation Test--found the groups
with the shorter work pe~iods to h~ve - better scores, and
the shortening _of the practice rather than variation in
rest appeared to be the significant variable.
Travi·s (1937a) used the pursuit rotor to det~rmine the
influence of practice and rest.

A 2-1 work and rest ratio

was found to be effective, or an interposition of one
minute r~st after two minutes work gave a• rise in scores
whereas continuous practice decreased performance.
Bilodeau (1952a) found that in a ball chute task the
decremental effects of initial massing of practice was an
increasing function of the length of the inter~olated rest
except for the longest rest period.

Four minutes of rest

were sufficient for both eight and 16 minutes of practice,
thus a 2-1 or 3-1 ratio provides for efficient performance.
In another study, Bilodeau (1952b) reported that the
learning of a cranking task was influenced more by the
number of days of practice than by the distribution of
practice.
Ammons and Willig (1956) tested for the effects of
massed and distributed practice when work and rest loads
were different but the same ratio was used.

They concluded

that spaced practice was superior to unspaced practice for
p~rformance and the ratio of 1-2 was the optimal condition.
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Plutchik and Petti (1964) conducted a similar study on
the pursuit rotor.

They found improvement to be a function

of the relationship between the time necessary to p~rform
the task and the rest betwe~n trials.

They also found little

difference in mean performance rate when work and rest
ratios were held constant at 2-1 rather .than a 1-2 ratio.
These findings led the investigat.ors to conclude that additional studies were needed with ratios varied over wider
limits.
Denny, Frisbey, and Weaver (1955) compared the results
from wdrk periods of 3, 6, and 12 minutes separa~ed by five
or three minutes.

In each work period, the massed practice

consisted of continuous effort while distributed practice
groups alternated intervals of 30 seconds work and 30 seconds
rest.

The result~ indicated the superiority for the 1-1

ratio; however, when conditions were switched from massed
to distributed; the performance level converged to the level
of the distributed group.
Jahnke (1958) maintains that the initial·postrest
performance on the pursuit rotor is related to the amount
of practice and independent of the length of rest.

Final

postrest performance is positively related to both amount
of practice and length of rest, therefore, longer work
periods need longer rest periods.

Jahnke arid Duncan (1956)

and Jahnke (1961) found that a 1-2 ratio gave the best
results in pursuit rotor performance.
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Two tasks were used by Nance (1947) to determine if the
superiority of distributed practice was based upon the mag
nitude of the work-rest ratio.

A 1-2 ratio was used for the

pursuit rotor and a 1-1 was adopted f-Or the SAM Complex
Coordination Test.

The results suggested that a smaller

work-rest ratio was superior to a larger one.
Norris (1953) had subjects perform a two-hand coordina
t;ion task with either 10 or 24 hours rest after 4, 16, or
28 minutes of practice.

Longer rests �ere more advantageous

than shorter ones for continued practice while greater gains
were made over rest when the prerest practice was short.
There was, however, no relationship between the length of
rest and the point of interpolation.
Kimble (1950) stated that in pursuit rotor tasks, gains
during the first five minutes occur during practice, after
which time, all additional gains are made during rest.
Conwell and Ammons (1951) project a similar position.
In pursuit rotor learning with combinations of 1.0 seconds
and one minute work and 10 seconds and one minute rest,
work was found to be most important in early practices and
rest most important in late practices.

In contrast, Renshaw

and Schwarzbek (1938) using the same apparatus reported that
rest was the important variable early in learning while the
development of skill through practice was the major crite-.
rion late in learning.

97Spence, Buxton, and Melton (1949a and b) cited different
res�lts when comparing different tasks.

A 1-2 ratio or 10

seconds work and 20 seconds rest was clearly superior to
continuous work on the SAM pursuit roto-r.

When the SAM

Complex Coordination Test was used with comparable. work and
rest conditions, no difference appeared until five minutes
of practice had elapsed, after which time the distributed
groups were slightly superior to the massed groups.

The

1-2 ratio did not act as a differentiating variable on the
second task until the lat�er stages of learning had appeared.
Carron and Leavitt (196ff) used four minute blocks of
practice of four trials each at 50 seconds work and 10
seconds rest.

Five minutes were interpolated between five

blocks of practice for both pursuit rotor skills and the
stabilometer tasks.

Rest was important within the firsi

four trials and the first interpolated rest.

Thereafter,

rest had a minimal effect upon performance�
It is readily apparent that disparity and confusion
exist when an attempt is made to determine the influence
of massed and distributed practice schedules utilizing the
variable of length of practice, length of rest, or an
interaction of the two components.

In practice, the short

or intermediate time periods were superior to longer time
elements.

Exceptions to this fact occur when trials rather

than time are considered.

In these studies, one investiga

tor favored greater trials in early learning and no difference
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in number of trials in late learning; one reported the
superiority of a constant number of trial's to an increasing
o r d e c re a s i n g s ch e d u 1 e ; two s tu d i e s adv o ca te d . 1 on g .p r a c t i c e
in initial learning and short practice for late learning.
Investigations of length and frequency of rest periods
yielded similar results.

Some designs sugges:ted an optimum

rest of 10 minutes; several supported the optimum time of
five minutes; a few r~ported intermediate phases of time to
be superior; while others cited advintages for long rest
early in learning and short interval~ effective late in
learning or vice versa.
It also is interesting to note that massed practice was
defined by intertrial rest · periods up to five minutes while
distributed practice was defined by rest intervals from 15
seconds to 120 hours.
The studies concerned with the relationship between
practi.ce and rest periods offer no solution to the dilemma.
Again, the complexity of the problem is exemplified when
four different work-rest ratios are preserited as effective
for the condition used in the particular experiments.

Work

appears as the important variable in one task, and rest
.fun c t i o n s a s t h e ma j or c r i t e r i .on i n ·th e next. d e s i g n .

Some

conditions are listed as massed when the rest is shorter than
the work period; other designs refer to distributed practice
when the rest ·period extends beyo~d 20 seconds; several
investigators refer to massed conditions ·as continuous
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praetice while distributed conditions have some a~ourit of
rest interpolated.
As long as the practice of defining massed practice and
distributed practice continues to be . determined within the
conditions -Of each expeiiment, as long as differ~nt tasks
yield incongruous r~sults, ·and as long as varied phenomena
such as warm-up, reminiscence, performance, and learning are
investigated under a wide ra~ge -0f conditions but reported
as a single set of concepts relative to massed and distributed
practice, it is not possible to draw valid generalizations
based on data- obtained from this discontinuity of method.
Scheduling of Practice Sessions
Many investigators have sought to determine the ideal
length of practice and rest when the training sessions are
restricted to a limited period of time in which the skills
to be mastered must be learned.
Cozens (1931) reported in a study of class work in six
track and field events that better results were obtained
when four 30 minute practices per event were scattered
throughout the semester than when each event was given fou~
practice periods of 30 minutes each in sequence.
Murphy (1916) investigated the effects of practice
periods for developing skill in throwing the javelin.

His

groups practiced for a total of 34 periods, during which
time one group threw daily for seven weeks, one group threw
three times a week for 12 weeks, and one group threw for a
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semester..

Murphy found no significant differen·ces among the

groups although the total period of time involved seven
weeks, 12 weeks, and a semester for the practice sch e du 1 es.
Franklin and Brozek (1947) used the fine motor skill of
pa t t e r n t r a c i n g a n d a gr· o s s ,mot or s ki 11 o f re a c t i o n t i me t o
treadmill walkin~ to determine the effects of scheduling. ·
Groups practiced either three times a day for six days,
twice a day for nine days, daily for 18 day~, thre~ times a
week for s ix wee k s , or i r reg u 1a r s ch e du 1 i ng for s i x wee k s
in both tasks~

The investigators concluded that no advantage

in economy of learning was attached to any one of the schedules
used.

Thus, six days of practice was as effective as practice

spaced over six weeks.
In pursuit meter learning with sessions of three cycles
and three minutes rest, Webb (1933) compared the scores from
one sitting for 12 weeks, three weekly sittings for four
weeks, daily sittings for 12 days, and 12 sittings for one
day.

Subjects who practiced over a six hour period acquired

as much skill as subjects who practiced over a period of 12
weeks.
Culler (1912) found that massed schedule groups were
superior to distributed groups when practicing a pencil m~ze
task.

T~e groups which had 12 trials for one day, six trials

for two days, and four trials for three days were better than
groups who practiced one trial for 12 days, two trials for
six days, and three trials for four days.
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Massey (1959) compared th~ performance of s~bjects in
mirror-tracing ~heri o~~ grou~ practiced 'three times a week
(Monday; Wednesday, Friday) for five weeks, one group practiced for five consecutive days {M-0nday through Friday) f~i
five w~eks, and one grou~ practiced on an additive pattern
for nine days.

When groups were compared after ea ch had ·

completed nine practice periods no significant' dif~erences
were found among the groups in degree · of acquisition of
skill. When 15 practices were compar~d (groups one and two),

a slight advantage · occurred for groups practicing Monday
through Friday for three weeks over groups practicing · Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday for five weeks.

When performance was

judged at the end of five weeks, practice Monday through
Friday produced better results than three times a week or
the additive pattern but it should be noted that this same
group had 10 additional practice periods more than the other
groups.
Harmon and Miller (1_9 50) and Miller 0948) had four
groups practice billiards daily for nine days, once a week
for nine weeks, three times a week for three weeks, and nine
days in an additive pattern.

The additive group was superior,

however, this difference did not occur until after the sixth
practice~

Consequently, the investigato~s reported an advan-

tage for con cent rate_d practice per i o d s early in 1 earn i n g and
s·pa c e d s e s s i on s I at e i n 1 ea r n ,in g .

\
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· Waglow (1966) compared the p~rformanc~ of students
· enrolled in classes in handball, golf, ·and tennis which were
scheduled over a 17 week semester with 1,800 minut~s of
practice with performance scores df classes which met for
a 14 week trimester with 1 , 8 2 0 minutes of practice .

Hi s

results indicated superior p~rformance by subjects when the
a c t iv i t y · wa s d i s t r i bu t e d o v e r

17

week s

r a th er

th a n 1 4 we e k s . -

Knapp and Dixon (1950) fourid daily practice in juggling more advantageous than juggling on alternate days.
Rosenbleeth (1966), however~ reported no difference in performance when subjects· juggled 10 minutes per day for three
days a week and when subjects juggled 30 minutes per day
once a week.
Several studies have investigated the influence of
practice schedules in archery.

No differences in archery

skill were reported by Hyde (1934) when classes were scheduled twice a week with either 48 hour (Monday, Wednesday or
Tuesday, Thursday) or 96 hour (Monday, Friday) intervals.
It should be noted that according to the investigator both
schedules involved distributed conditions~

Breeding (1958)

compared classes which met three days a week for 40 minutes
with those that met twice a week for 60 minutes.
tiificant differences were observed.

No sig-

Young (1954) reported

that scores from archery classes scheduled for four days a
week for six weeks were superior to classes as~igned for
two days a week for 12 weeks.
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Totten (1953) reported no differences . in typing achieveme n t for h i g h s ch o o·f

stu cl e n·t s

wh o pr a c ti c ed for

a s erri e s t e r

and those who practiced four·hotiis a day for eight weeks.
Yuen (1960) al~o investigated scheduling of typing cla~ses . .
Classes met 2, 3, 4,
p e r'i o d s •

·s,

or 6 ti~es a week for 40 minute

Gr o up s wh i ch me t f o u r or six ti me s h a d d o u b 1 e

periods of 80 minutes for either two or three days.

The

results for all groups showed no difference in attainment
of skill.
Scott (1954) reported no difference in swimming performance for beginners who met 2, 3i or 4 days per week for
30 minutes with regard to the mean number of days needed
to reach the point where subjects could pass a 15 minute
swimming test, although there was a trend suggest·ing that
the four day ·group constituted a more satisfactdry schedule.
Stull (1961) reported that. swimming classes which met six
days a week for two and a half weeks developed more skill
than classes which met for three days a week over a five
week period .

The spaced sch e du 1 e, however, was more adv an -

tageous for development of swimming endurance.

Moncrieff,

Morford, and Howell (1962) indicated no difference in performance when - swimming schedules involve~ three days for
two weeks or two days for three weeks.
Studies in scheduling for badminton have yielded con~
flicting results.

Young (195~) found two days a week for

12 · weeks more efficient than four days a ·week for six weeks.
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Niemeyer (1958 -and 1959) compared the results of badminton
classes which met three times a week for · 30 minutes over a
10 week peiiod to those that met twice a week for 60 miriu~es
during a 10 week period.

He reported that early learning

in badminton favored a distributed schedule, but there was
no difference in badminton skills using the tw6 schedules
late in learning.
Kahn (1959) used three schedules to determine the
effects of practice in bowling.

One group bowled riine con-

secutive days, one group bowled once a week for nine weeks,
and one group had a massed to ~istributed schedule--or
practice on days I, 2, 3, 5,

· 8, 13, 21, 34, · and 55. · No

significant differences were reported between any schedule.
Stu 11 (19 61 ) found six games per week for three weeks better
than three games per week for six w~eks when bowling scores
were compared.
Peterson (1964), Keough (1962), ~nd Hlavac (1954) investigated the influen6e of physical education classes
scheduled over varied . time periods upon motor fitness.
Peterson found no difference between subjects who met five
days for 40 minutes and those who met three days with blocks
of 40 minutes on one day and 80 minutes for two days.

Keough

compared and reported no differences in groups which practiced daily for fou~ weeks and those that perf~rmed two days
a week for 1.0 weeks.

The same · results were obtained by

Hlavac when he compared classes which met three days a week
and those that met five days a week.
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Morris (1967) compared three groups which practiced 10
v o 11 e y b a11 s e r v e .s · p e r s e s s ion .

0 n e g r o up h a d ·e i g h t c o n s e c u -

tive days, one group met th~ee days a week for two and a
half week~, and another group practiced two days a week for
four weeks.

Morris reported no differences among the time

schedules which were used~

Niem~y~r (1958 and 1959) found

that there w~s no difference early in learning for groups
which practiced volleyball 30 minutes three times a week and
those that practiced 60 minutes twice a week.

However, the

concentrated schedule was more favorable than the . spaced
schedule late in learning.
In overall folk dance performance involving four dance
elements Johansson (1965) reported no difference in the four
dances learned in 50 minute daily classes fo~ two weeks and
20 minute ~aily classes for five weeks.

Step patterns and

rhythmic perception favored the spaced schedule while no
difference was obtained for ease of movement and style of
performance.

Barbour (1947) also reported no ~ifference

between subjects in tap dance classes which met once a week
for six weeks and those that met twice a week for three weeks.
Beale (1965) found no difference in performanci scores
for tennis fo~ehand and backhand drives when practice was
. held three days a week for 35 minutes or two days a week for
50· minutes during a nine week experimental period.

Ball-handling skill.sin softball and basketball were investigated by Howard (1960).

She reported that concentrated
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practice of daily · classes for three weeks were · b~tter than ·
.
spaced practice held biweekly for seven and half weeks in
each skill.
Dixon (1968) compared four motor fitness components
incorporated in 20 gymnastic ski11 ·s using massed · and diso:- ·
tributed schedules.

The massed group concerttrated practice

on a specific motor fitness · cornponent during five consecu- .
tive class periods ..

Each component practice period involved

five gymnastic skills.

The group practiced two skills

during each class with each skill repeited twice in five
days f~r a total of 28 minutes per skill.

The distributed

group rotated four times during each class period and
practiced 6ne skill .for each of the motor fitness components
during each rotation for five days.

The rotation order was

repeated four times so that each skill received 28 minutes
of practice.

Dixon concluded that one method of practice

was not superior to the other in the acquisition of motor
fitness components necessary for colleg~ women to perform
basic gymnastic skills.
The belief that shorter practice time and shorter rest
p e r i od s. ex t e n d e d o v e r a 1 on g e r d u r a t i on o f t i me wa s n o t upheld in these studies which considered economy of scheduling.
The majority of inve~tigators found no significant differences between the two conditions.

When differences were

found, the overall results were not conclusive.

Three

studies · favored distributed practice, four studies favbred
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massed practice,· and two studies distinguished between condi~
tions in early and late learning.

The findings, contrary to

est ab 1 i shed concepts, may le ad to a 1 t era ti on s in t" rad it ion a I
methods of schedtiling classes that involve skill acqui~ition
since concentrated periods appear to have no detrimental
effects upon learning.
Another factor which emerged from the analysis of 171
studies was that in motor learning there is, perhaps, a
point of diminishing returns.
4 4 , 49 , 59 ,

7 7, 8 9 ,

Eleven studies (8, 17, 22,

I O5 , 1 2 8 , 1 3·4 ) f o u n d th a t pr a c t ice

beyond a specified number of days or trial.shad no additional effect upon skill acquisition.
The Rest Interval
The concept of distributed practice is based upon some
change that takes place during the interval; consequently, it
was necessary to determine what the subjects did during the
interval and to list the construct for .the inclusion of the
interval.
Activity During the Interval
One study had the subjects rehearse the task, and 47
studies had the subjects rest or perform an unrelated task.
In the latter category, forms of relaxation such as talking,
smoking, and reading were frequently used diversions.
Fourteen investigations (19, 22, 34, 35, 38, 49, 95, 99,
112, 115, 142, 154, 156, 167) had subjects .perform the
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r'e co r ci fee li n g s ,

f o 11 ow i n g cont r o 11 e d but u n re 1 a t e d ta s ks :

write mode of attack, mirror maze and spool pa.eking activity,
mu s i c a c t i vi t y , . ma r k ta r l i e s a n d · c r o s s b a rs , wa rm:" up of

tallies and crossbars, view slides, button pressing activity,
mark out l~tters, ti~ knots and symbol cancellation~ drive
golf balls, practice chipping shot · .in golf, and serve and ·
.

volley tennis ballg.

.

.

The remaining 123 investigators gave

no instructions or tasks for subjects to follow during the
rest interval.

It is possible that the designs which did

not control the activity during the rest interval re~resent
unreliable fi~dings because it is not possible to det~rmine
if subject-chosen activity influenced the results.
Explanation for the Interval
Eight theoretical constructs prdposed by learning
theorists were reviewed in Chapter II by · the present. invest'igator.

Each investigator presented suppositions to account

for the advantages gained by the introduction of time intervals between practice periods in motor learning.

An analysis

of the present data yielded 15 different hypotheses which
were tested to determine if these explanations were supported under a wide range of conditions.
Reactive inhibition (56 investigations), work decrement
(12 designs), fatigue (9 experiments), primary an~ secondary ·
growth ( 8 de s i g n s ) , and d if f e re n t i a· 1 forge t t i ng ( 8 exp e r i ments) appeared as the five concepts most frequently tested.
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Snoddy's primary and secondary growth hypothesis was chal~
lenged by Dore and Hilgard 0938) . and Tsao C1950a and b),
each reporting it as ari inappropriate theory.

Cons~quently,

th e work th e or y wh i'c h i n c 1 u de s · re a ct i v e i n h ib i t i o n, wo r k
decrement, and fatigue and the differential forgetting
theory appear to offer the most valid explanation for rapid
learning under distributed conditio~s.

If, however, the

variety of terms such as set growth (Digman, 1956), set
(Gavurin, 1965), reconstruction of respons~ (Renshaw and
Schwarzbek, 1938), neural changes and perseveration (Lorge,
1930), mental practice (Lasb1~y, 1915), and consolidation
(Webb, 1933 and Carron, 1969) were all used to express
forms of neural activity after fotmal practice, · then the
perseveration theory is well supported by research.
Prof i c i e n c y ·of s k i 11 or h a b i t . ( 6 ) , ma t u r a ti on ( 3 ) ,
motivation (3), interference (3), reminiscence

(1),

refrac-

tory phase (1), transposition o! pattern (1), generalization
(1.),

and development of manual and ocular movements

(1)

s e em t o be on 1 y o cc a s ion a 1 fa c t or s l\T h i' ch h a v e be e n exam i n e d
in regard to their effect upon distribution of practice.
Motivation
It has been assumed that a high level of motivation
enables one to b~nefit from longer and more con6entrated
practJces than would be possible with a lesser degree of
motivation.

The importance of motivational instruction and

environmental control in a research design ari well known,
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yet the whole area of ~otivational control in experimentation
is questionable on the basis of the 171 studies analyze-d in
this investigation.
Forty-two .d e s i g n s ( ·i n th· e p re s e n t i n v e s t i g a ·t _i on.·) reported
the use of motivational techniques.

Casual remarks such as

"try hard," "this is an important experiment," "do your
best," frequently were used by the investigator.

It was

also a common practice for the investigators to assume the
activity was a motivating experience.

For example, the

researcher used such statements as "the · pursuft rotor is an
interesting and challenging task," "students like this task,"
or "rivalry naturally existed between subjects."

Another

common practice was to award stars, candy, and/or encouraging
remarks.
It is possible that studies which used .knowledge. of
results such as announced scores, audible clicking of apparatus, pictures of performance, and self-rating cards did
in fact equally motivate each group.

Grades for class work,

controlled competition by teams and pairs, announcement of
predetermined scores, and paid subjects were techniques also
used to induce different levels of motivation.

Even though

subjects maj have been motivated in the experiments, most
designs did not test for this variable.
Kimble (1949a) has established a theoretical position
to account for motivation during massed and distributed
schedules.

He states that
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Since IR is a drive : which acts antagonistically
t o th e o th e r d rive s i n th e 1 ea r n·i n g s i tu a t i on , i t
seems logical to assume that the greater ·the motivB~
t i on d r i vi n g th e s ub j e c t t o le a r n:. th e t a s k a t h a nd , ·
the greater the amount of inhibition which must be · ·
accu~ulated to produce the resting response • . . .
Accomplishment must, therefore, be considered · as a
consummatory behavior which reduces the strength of
this motivation. As learning progresses, subject
will gradually approach a level of performance sri
great that the need for accomplishment or improv~ment
is satiated [Kimble, 1949a, p. _ 16].
.
In th~ experimental procedure, . motivation was assumed to
exist since the investigator established, through verbal
instructions, a need to master the task.

Kimble concluded

that the rate of conditioned inhibition developed _ late in
learning may have been due to the drop in motivation late
in learning which reduced the toleiable amount of reactive
inhibition and therefore increased the development of SIR.
It is necessary to point out that the variable of motivation
was not controlled and this conclu~ion was offered to account
for a decrease in performance.
A similar investigation was conducted by Kimble (1950)
to determine the role of motivation in pursuit rotor
learning.

In this experiment, scores were read to subjects

after each trial and subjects·were tested in teams so that
the possibility of "man-to-man" competition existed . . The
inference was that· subjects who failed in competition would
be more ·highly motivated to do well in later trials than
those who were successful.

When the results were compared·

for subjects in the high and low groups based upon motivational levels obtained during the first five minutes of
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practice, significant differences were found which favored
the high motivatid group, presumably because an increase in
motivation leads the subject to tolerate greater amounts of
inhibition.
Wasserman (1951) investigated the effect of motivatfon
upon inhibitory potential in motor learning.

El�ven groups

received different lengths of practice and- re st and each·
group was subdivided into high and low motiv ation categories.
The low motivation group w�s task oriented.

Subjects were

told that they were merely helping out with a preliminary
design for a fut ure experime nt . '.
was ego-oriented.

Th_e high motiv a tion group

Subjects were told that they were to take

a new type of intelligence test.

Subjects also were told

that the test was to be administered to various psychology
classes in order to establi�h ave�age levels of performance.
Wasserman reported that high motivation res�lted in per
formance which was significantly superior to that of sub
jects with low motivation, the difference becoming progressively greater as practice continued.
Ammons (1952) conducted an experiment to determine the
relationship of motivation to method and learning.

Ten

experimental groups were subjected to various rest patterns
in prerest practice.

During the postrest period, one-half

the subjects in each group practiced continuously for 12
·minutes and one�half had trials of 20 seconds �eparated by
five minute rest.

Before and after rest�- subjects rated

-
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high motivation leads to better performance as well as
sustained performance in con~entrated tasks; one study found
no diffe1·ence between group practice and motivation; and
one study foun·d· no difference between groups with pre..;.rest .
practice up to eight minutes, although there was a significant difference after r~si.

At the pres~nt time~ it seems

that four studies cannot be considered an adequate number of
mode l s from wh i ch t o make g e n e r a l i z a t ion s reg a rd i n g · 1 e a r n i n g
theories.
Superiority of Practice
To determine the superiority rif one method over the
other was not a cl~ar-cut task for ~he investigator in
a n a 1y z i n g 1 7 1 s tu d i e s •

The re a de r wi 11 · re ca 11 th a t c on c e n -

trated schedules have been superior to spaced condi tion·s in
some experiments and vice versa.

In other investigations,

one condition was advocated early in learning and the opposite method was favored late in learning or vice versa.
In the 1950's and 1960's investigators turned their
attention toward the difference between perf6rmance (scores
at a specified point in practice) and learning (improvement
of performance or gain from an initial performance score to
a designated final scor.e). · It was necessary, therefore, for
the present investiijator to assess the effects of practice
and to determine if results and conclusions were based upon
performance and/or learning.
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Whe n th e re s u 1 t s a re c 1 a s s i f i e d i n th e man n er i nd ic a t e d
i n Tab 1 e 5 , d o u b t i s ca s t ·up on th e tr ad it i o n a11 y a c c e p t e d
belief that distributed practice i_s superior to massed· pract i c e i n mo t or le a rn i n g •

Se v e n t y p e r c e n t o f th e. s tu d i e s

listed in the first five columns represent investigations
concerned primarily with performance phenomena rather than
learning, and even. then, the results are Bomewhat inconclusive.

The last category on the table represents experimen-

tation that has distinguished between performance and
learning.

It is readily apparent from this analysis that

th ere i s sup e r i or i t y of d i s tribute d pr a c tic e ov er ma s s e d
practice for effective motor pe_rformance, but these findings
are not substantiated for motor learning.
An examination of studies which included a retention
· test offer some evidence as to the permanent effects of
massed and distributed schedules ~pon motor learning.
Seventeen designs incorporated retention tests varying in
time from one week to nine weeks.

Six investigators (8, 17,

22, 29, 38, I°l8) reported that distributed groups performed,
better than massed groups on the retention test; 10 investig a t o r s ( 6 , 9 4 , 1 1 7 , 11 9 , 1 2 8 , 1 3 4 , 1 3 8 , 1 4 l _, 1 5 1 , I 5 8 ) f o u n· d
no difference between the groups on the retention test; and
one inves_tigator (153) found that the massed group was
superior to the distributed group on the retention test.
These studies seem to supp-0rt the contenti6n that massed
practice does not ha~e a detrimental effect upon learning.

TABLE 5
A Summary of the Findings for Eaeh Study Based Upon the Superiority
of Practice and Classification of Skill

Massed I Distributed I

Massed to
Distributed
Early

3F
12F
23F
44F
61F
llOG
130F
136G
149F
162G
166F

lF
2F
4F
5F
!OF
16F
17F
18F
f9F
20G
21G
27F
29F
30F
34F
35F
36G
37G

39G
45F
47F
-49F
50F
52F

54F
55F
56F
57F
58F
60F
61F
66F
68F
69F
71F
75F
76F
79F
80F
83F
84F
86F
91F
94F
95F
96F
97F
104F

Late

6F
ND
7G
23G
23F
26F
26F
31F
31F
48F
ND
59F
59F .
72F
72F
73F
73F
77F
77F
81F
81F
ND 124G
134F 134F
ND
141G
6F

Distributed
to Massed
Early

No Differ~
ence

Ml

Late

·9G
9G
ND
llF
14F
14F
25F
25F
28F · 28F
32F
ND
33F
33F
41F
41F
46F
46F
92F
92F
93G
93G
105F 105F
109F 109F
124G
ND
ND
159G
· 161F
ND
G

Performance vs. Learning

8G
13G
15G
22F
24G
38G.
51G
53F
G
63F
65F
74F
~2F
99F · .
lOOF
107G
108G
120G
123F
126G
128F
132F
138F
139G

nl
40F
42F
43F
62F
64F
67F
70F
78F -

85F.
87F
88F
89F
90F
9HF
lOIF
102F
103F 103F
113F
114F
116F
117F
125F
133F
143F
· I,

ND 1

M2

n2

ND 2 ·

40F
42F
43F
62F
64F
67F ·
70F
78F
. 85F ·
87F
88F ·
.. .. 89F ·
90F
98F
lOIF .
102F
103F ·
l 13F.
114F
116F
. ll 7F
1·2SF ....,
....O'133F ·
143F

TABLE 5--Continued

Massed

Distributed

Massed to
Distributed

Distributed
to Massed

Early

Early

Late

No

Difference

Late

Performance vs. Lear~ing
M

D

· ND

D

M

ND

. .

. .

To~al 11

131F
135F
137F
138G
142G
144F
146F
151F
153G
157G
164F
167.G

106F
llOG
lllF
112F
115F
118F
119F
121F
122G
124G
127G
129G
72

Massed to distributed
Distributed to massed
No difference
Ml

ol

ND 1
M2
o2

ND2

140G
145G
147G
148G
150G
154G
155G
156G
158G
163G
167G
14
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

16

34

152G
. 160G
165F
G
168G
169F
·l 70G
171F

.1

31

152G
.160G
165F

165G

168G
169F
170G
171F

..
'.

o.

·1

2·

2.9

massed fav~red early in learning; distributed late in learning
distributed favored early in leatnin9; mas ·sed late in learning
no significant difference betweeri the two conditions
massed practice fa.vored in performance
·
distributed practice favored in performance
no significant difference fourtd in performance
massed practice favored in learning
distributed practice favored in learning
no significant difference f~und in l~arning

.

.....
,_,

-1

Note:

Numbers refer to the order of the study listed in Ta6le l; F deiignates a fine
motor skill and G designates a gross motof skill.
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Summary
In Chapter IV of this report,

the investigator presented

the analysis and interpretation of the data obtained during
this experiment with respect to th~ questions which guided
th e de v e I° op me n t o f th i s i n q u i r y •

F o u rte e n v a r i ab 1 e s we re

discussed upon the basis of the relationsh1ps which exist
within the two conditions of practice.

Data were presented

in the form of d-iscussions and tables.
Ch apter V wi 11 i n c 1 u de a n add it ion a 1 an a 1 y si s and
interpretation of data collected during this study.

The

investigator will present these findings in relation to the
four selected disciplines and to the purpose of the study.

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
PART TWO
The analysis and interpretation of the data collected
during this study are presented in this chapter in relation
to the four selected discipline� and to the major purpose
of the investigation.
Experimentation from Selected Disciplines
Physical education, psychology, business education,
and music education were selected as disciplines which have
primary responsibilities for teaching motor skills.

Each

should have methodolbgies and practice schedules which are
based upon sound experimental evidence that relate directly
to an individual or to a group of individual's acquisition
of motor habits.
The majority of studies concerning the �ffects of the
distribution of practice upon learning have been conduc�ed
by psychologists.

From the 171 designs reviewed in the

present investfgation, 109 were reported in psychological
journals.

Leaders in physical education have been concerned

with the applicability of these laboratory findings to gross
motor skills, and,· consequently, _these investigators have
119
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conducted experimentation ·specific to physical education.
Fifty-orie· designs were ·_ Iisted

in

the physical ed·ucation

1 i t e r a tu re wh i ch are re 1 a t e d t o th e . q u e s ti on o f ma s s e d a n d
distributed practice.
music education.

A void was found in the field of

The one classical example designed by

Rubin-Rabson (1940) and frequently cited by music educators
appeared in a psychological bulletirt.

Two studies were

reported in business education journals, both concerned
with achievements in typing.

H~wever, four additional

studies related to length of practice and ·schedules in
t y p i n g c o u 1 d n o t be ob t a i n e d by t h e pre s e n t i n v e st i g a t o r .
Insufficient documentation was given for one study, therefore, it could not be se6ured for revie~, and copies of
three papers that were cited in the literatuie had been
lost and were therefore not available to the investigator.
Nine studies were listed in resources that were interdisciplinary, such as the publication Perceptual and Motor
Skills.

This analysis was not intended to stereotype research
endeavors conducted in the various fields of study.

It

should be noted that psychologists such as Lashley and
Murphy have used the gross activities of archery and
Javelin in their experimental .work while physical educators
· h·ave incorporated designs ·with mirror-tracing, pursuit
rotor, and puzzles.

In addi.tion, nu~erous psychological

studies have used a typing task in which -the findings have
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present investigator considered ·16 designs to be relevant

s

a n d c om p e t e n t ; six we r ·e c o n id e red r elev an t bu t n. o t c om p e t e n t .
Five studies conducted in motor learning laboratories were
examined, two of which were considered relevant but not
competent •

These invest ig at ions we re completed a t 19

institutions of hi°gher educat'ion.
Fewer of the published reports, as compared percentagewise with dissertations and theses, were considered relevant
and competent research.

Forty-nine publish~d studies were

considered relevant but not competent.

Possible reasons for

this unexperited finding can be attribtited, perhaps, to the
fact that most topics for theses and dissertations were welldefined and limited to an investigation of one variable while
in published studies investigators often attempted to find
answers to many questions, increasing both the scope of the
design and lack of control of the variables.

Secondly, it

is probable that the published write-up of the research
manuscript was s6mewhat iborted when it was synthesized for
publication.
The research repreiented by the 37 unpublished papers
generally involved experimentation concerned with variations
of schedules and differences between performance. and learn~
in g .

Pu b lTs h e d s t u d i e s nt p re s en t e d i de a s o f ma j o r c o n -

tributors, the · influence of specific variables to the
teaching-learning process, and perf6rmanrie phenomena~
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Experimental Inad~guacies
Major inadequa ·c ies _found in the investigations which
were examined were of several . types.

In many cases, the

. problem stated by the i,nvestigator proyed to be different _
from that which was investigated.

.Four studies did not

give data pertinent for tabulation or discussion.

In some

cases, the purposes were not cl~~rly and succinctly s~ated,
and they had to be deduced by the ·p resent investigator.
Se v e r a 1 s t it d i e s h ad le s s th a n e i g h t subj e c t s i n v o 1 v e d in
the total experiment or in each experimental condition, yet
investigators generalized the · results . . · In a few ·studies,
the information given and the data analysis were incomplete.
In other studies, conclusions were inappropriate for the
data reported.
Some of the above inadequacies warrant additional
discussion.

A major weakness in reported research was that

of inappropriate conclusions.

It was interesting to compare

conclusions with an artalysis of the data for, often,
inve~tigators permitted bias to emerge when stating the
conclusions of the study.

Several examples will illustrate

the point.
Oxendine. (1965) states ·that during a retention test
all groups performed at a level equal to the last regular
day of practice.

This performance level to which he refers

was best for the gro~p which pxacticed at a constant rate,
the increasing schedule gro~p, artd the decreasing schedule

g r o u p , re s p e c t i v e 1 y .

The re t e n t i o n a d van ta g e ·, h owe v e r ,

did not prove to be statisiically sigrtif~cant, but this
information was omi~ted from the conclusions.
Cook and . Hilgard (1949) reported i~ their summary
that distributed practice was notably advantageoris on the
f i r s t d a y , a n d c on t in u e c;l t o . s h ow s om e ad v a n ta g e over ma s s e d
practice on the third arid final day of the exper.i ment.

In ·

the conclusions which preceded the summary, ~he investigators
emphasized that the difference at the end of practice
between the groups was not . significant.

It seems ihat it

would have been more appropriate for Cook and Hilgard to
report the summary of their findings prior to the conclusions.
In addition, the conclusions should have been stated in
relationship to the hypotheses.
A major fallacy of many studies was to incorporate in
the conclusions a trend that was detected rather than stating
specific findings.
Niemeyer (1958) reported that there we~e differences
in effectiveness of massed and distributed practice in late
and overall learning in large muscle activities.
leaining, distributed practice seemed to be best~

In early
The

results suggest that practice periods should be short and
more frequent in early learning, and after the activity is
learned, practice periods perhaps could be longer.

Niemeyer

suggested that further study of this possibility would seem
to be desirable.

A carefil analysis of this reported

investigation provides· information which _challenges the
manner in which the data 1~ere reported.

Niemeyer used tw·o

activities to test the effects of massed arid distributed
practice.

In volleyball, no statistically sigrii{ica·n t d:if-- _

ferences were found in early learning whiTe i"n l'at'e learn_fng
the results significantly favored ' the ·massed practice group.
Overall performance was not influenced by practice distrib·u tion.

In badminton, distributed practice was significantly

better than massed practi·ce in early learning although no
.

.

significant differences were found -between the two conditions
in late learning. · In overall learning, . distributed practice
was better than massed practice.

This overall difference

was limited solely to the significantly better leaining
phase of the distributed group early in l~arning, since the
improvement in late learning was the same for both grotips.
Niemeyer reemphasized that the distributed" group in both
activities had thirty minutes less practice each week.
Perhaps this is the reason for ' indicating a favorabl~ trend for distributed groups in early l~arning even when the
scores for one activity were not sign~ficant.

It is also

interesting to note that the investigator was not positive
abou~ the benefits of· l-0ng practice sessions late in learning
and suggested addition:al research although . one of the two
act iv it i e s did ·show significant differences supporting the
advantages of massed practice late in learning.
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Nix and Ammons (1949) stated that "phenomena characteristic of post-rest performance observed . by Ammons and others
for rotary pursuit were identified, but specific conclusions
concern in g ·th em are withheld un t i1 mo r'e s t ab I e d a ta can be
obtained

[p. 16]." The investigators · did not find signifi-

cant interaction betwee·n length of· rest and amount of prerest practice.
clusions.

This findirig was not· reported in the con-

The present investigator wonders if the re~ults,

even with weaknesses in the design, woul~ -have been given
if the data had been consistent with the findings of other
investigations.
Kimble's findings 0949c) can be criticized upon the
basis that he compared the performance of the massed group
after 10 minutes of rest with

~h~

performance of the

d i s t r i bu t e d g r o u p a ft e r. on 1 y 3 0 s e c on d s of re s t a n d for
using individual~ tests without first establishing a true
difference between groups (Bou~ne & Archer, 1956).
Singer (1965) divided his three groups into (a) massed
with 80 shots in basketball,

(b) distributed with 24 hours

rest after blocks of 20 trials, ~nd (c) distributed with
five minutes rest after blocks of 20 trials.

In the con-

clusions, the gr~up originally termed distributed with five
mi nut e s re s t wa s referred t o a s the ~'re 1 at iv e 1 y ma s s e d "
group.
- The investiiator is of the qpinion that researchers
who rely on reading the abstracts of previous research or
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re I y on 1 y on the summary and con cl usions of reported resea· r ch
su Ch as the s t ud i es j ust

C

it e d

Ca

ti a n d

d O unint en t io' ifa 1 :•1 'y

perpetuate a fraud in their .own writte·n reviews of �revious
research.
Classification of Experiments
An analysis of the studies used in the present 1nvesti-·
gation reemphasized the contention that there exists a
confusion in.semantics as to what represents distributed
and massed practice schedules.

This variance of opinion

was illustrated in Chapter IV when- massed conditions were
defined by rest pauses or intervals up to five minutes
_while distributed practic� was varied from 15 seconds to
120 hours. Specific examples are pr�sented to show the
magnitude of the problem.
Massey (1959) suggested that caution should be taken
when comparing results o{ her 'study with those obtained in
o t he r · investiga t ions which inv o 1v ed massed practice since
each of her patterns--Monday, Wednesday, Friday; Monday
through Friday; and additive--represented distributed
schedules only.

Murphy (1916) also labeled his schedules

of daily, three times a week, or once -a week as distributive
a 1though these g ro ups met f or seven week s, twe 1 ve wee k s, o r
one semester, respec�ively.
Morris (1967) defined distribution as·practi�e with a
twenty-four hour or more interval, thus each of three .groups
�ith practice either daily for eight days, three days a week

.,

for two arid one-half weeks, or two days a . week for four ·
.

.

weeks were defined as distriiuted practice schedules.
In contrast,. Young (1954} categorized forty minut'es
practice two days a week for twelve weeks as dfstrihtited
practice and forty minutes pra ·c tice four days a week for
s i x week s a s ma s s e d p r act i c e •

Knapp a n d · Dix o n (1 9 5 o )

labeled distribution as five mi~utes of dally practice and
massing as fifteen minutes of practice on alierriate days.
It would seem that no advantage can be ascribed . to
e i th e r s ch e d u 1 e u n le s s · the re i s a s ta n d a rd i z a t i -o n o f
constitutes the · condition.

wha t

Massey first compared · groups

after nine practices at which t,ime . practice periods · were
equal but the total duration or' time was IO, 18, and 34
days.

This implies that some practices were concentrated ·

into a shorter duration of time while others were sp~ead
over longer durations of time.

The same principle applies

t o th e d e s ig n s o f Mu r p h y , Mo r ri s , a n d Y o u n g .

I n th e s tu d y

by Knapp and Dixon, - one practice period was short and held
frequently and the other was longer _ and held less frequently~
This review illustrates two ·methods that can be used to·
classify conditions--varying th.e length of practice per
session or. varying the total duration of time.
Ba~es for Generalizations
It appears that it is necessary to read a study in its
entirety in order to fully understand · the results of the
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investi~ation.
ga t

Or

This need arises bicause often the investi--

d _o e S n O t a C C U r a t e ly

S

t a t e t h e . f ind i'n g S

Of

a

S

t

Udy

· i"n

his conclusions, or the findings are misinterpreted by the
individual who uses the results.

Both inadequacies have

led to misrepresentation when generalizations related to
massed and distributed practice schedui'es have -been issued.
The above indictment can best be justified by citing
discrepancies found between tbe review of· the experi~ental
designs reported in the seven selected textbooks which
enumerated generalizations related · to massed and distributed
p r a c t i c e s ch e d u 1 e s a n d th e pre s e n t i n v e s t i g at or ' s· ana 1 y s i s
of the same studies.
Lawther (1968) reported that Niemeyer advocated 30
minutes of practice three times a week rather than two 60
minute periods in teaching swimming, badminton, and volleyvall.

Niemeyer's study did involve three activities, but

only volleyball and badminton were used to test the effects
of massed and distributed practice.

Likewise, Niemeyer's

conclusions were not supported by his results.

Lawther also

reported that Cozens found th~ce practices per week, one
hour each, extending over an entire school year, to be
better than six pra_ctices per week, one hour each, for one
semester.

Lawther was correct inasmuch as he duplicated the

conclusions given by Cozens.

This conclusion, however, was

a broad generalization on ihe part of Cozens since the
exp e r i me n t p r o p e r wa s c o'n d u c t e d f o r o n 1 y ·o n e s e me s t e r i n
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whi6h massed pra6tice groups had each of six events in four
consecutive practices while the distributed group ha'd four
practice periods on each event scattered throughout the
semester.
-Singer (1968) states that Murphy favored practicing
the skill of javelin throwing three times a wee~ or once a
week over five times a week.

It must be pointed out that

Murphy found no significant differences among the groups
and that his conclusion was issued and justified in terms
of the amount of learning time necessary _for the activity
and the demands of a school· schedule.
Cratty (1967) evaluated Young's study in which badminton
and archery were taught.

He labeled two days a _week for 12

weeks a s mas s e d and four days a week for six weeks as
distributed.

Lawther (1968) classified the two schedules

in opposite frames of reference to that given by Cratty,
while Singer (1968) merely stated the findings without
labeling the schedules.

Both Singer (1968) and Oxendine

(1968) failed to mention that the two-day and four-day

groups had different total time durations which would
influence the way in whith the conditions would be defined~
The major inadequacy found in the theory of learning
books in.psychology was of a different nature.

In most

cases, the studies were competently reviewed, but generalizations were issued based upon research in both verbal and
motor learning.

Similar discr.e pancie·s were discovered i .n the rev.iew
of Ii tera·ture set forth. by _investigators conducting :research.
For example, Riopelle (1950) stated that Franklin and Brozek
reported massed _practice

~o be

superior to spaced practice.

An analysis of this study indicates that no significant
differences were reported for the _ groups.
Perhaps misconceptions have existed because of common

_In

definitions used for massed and distributed practice.

general, massed practice has been defined as continuous,
concentrated, _ or unbroken . periods of work while distributed .
practice has been defined as short, frequent practices
spread over many sessions and divided by rest intervali or
intervals of alternate skill' learning.
.

It must be remembered
'

that these definitions were first- established for use in
verbal learning.

Secondly, the underlined . word was suf-

ficient for earlier studies in verbal learning that were
conducted over a period of one day or in laboratory sessions
less than one week in length~ - As p~ycho1ogists began to
test for similar factors in motor learning,

initial experi-

mentation (the first ten studies conducted in· this area)
i n v o Ive d-:

( 1 ) th e same amount. of t o ta 1 time but g r o up s

had either continuous practice (M) . or spaced practice (D);
( 2 ) s h or t wo r k p e _r i o d s d a ~ -1 y ( D ) o r two or mo re · s e s s i o n s
daily for a speci~ied number of days (M); and (3) a given
am o un t o f p r a c t i c e s ch e d u led o v e r ma n Y s_h o r t p e r i o d s
scheduled and concentrated _ in a few long -periods (M).

( D) o r
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Often current investigators have faited to apply one
of the three accepted models that define massed and distrib
uted practice •
i

They have diff e re n tiate.d betwee n the two

r onditions of practice within the limits of their experi�
ment.
The re i s , i ndee d , an imp o rtan t need to redef ine theconditions of massed and distributed practice to include
the extensive range of schedules which can be applied to
research designs in motor learning!

Theie is also a need

to reevaluate generalizations which have been presented in
textbooks on learning which were established upon· a com
bination of research in verbal and motor learning �nd upon
inaccurately stated or inaccurately interpreted findings
in research.
Summary

In

Chapter V of this report, the investigator pre- ·

sented the analysis and interpretation of the data obtained
in this experiment.

The results were discussed in relation

to the contributions of the four disciplines of _physical
education, psychology, busi·ness education, and music
education.

Findings were stated and evaluated with respect

to relevancy and competency of investigations, classifica�
.tion of experiments, inadequacies found within the designs,
and bases for generalizations.

Ch a p t e r VI wi I' 1 i n c lu d e a s um ma r y of th is in v es ti g a~
tion, the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the data, .
implications of the findings, . and · recommendatTons for future .
studies.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, �MPLICATIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
· Include d in this ch·apter are a summary of the present
investigation, analysis of the data related to generaliza
tions concerned with massed and distributed practice
schedules cited in specified textbooks, conclusions and
implications based upon, the findings, and recommendations
for future studies.
Summary of the Investigation
A major objective of many research efforts is to find
a basis for improvement in the methods and conditions of
teaching and learning.

In an attempt to formulate an

adequate description of the learning process, exploration
of the effect of time and practice in the acquisition of
a motor skill has been undertaken.
The deficiency of systematic data either supporting or
rejecting the superiority of distributed or massed practice
for learning motor skills lends credence to the necessity
for addi.ti
_ ona.l endeavors to· systematize, in-depth, the
methods, materials, and procedures employed in research
designs which permeate the literature.
134
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The pre se nt st_udy i ti vo1 v ed a documen tar y ana 1 y s is a n d
an in-depth examination of the experimental reseaich designs
related to massed and distributed practice schedules reported
in the professional journals, books, abstracts, and unpub...:
lished research in physic�! education, psych-0logy, business·
education, and music education.

The invest) gati'on . wa s under

taken to determine the·c�edibility of generalization� asso
ciated with the two practice conditions cited in books
related to theories of learning and books rel�ted specific
ally to motor learning.

The following generalizations were

presented:
I.

Many investigators have found that initial massing
with subsequent spacing of prac_tices produces the
highest performance levels.

2.

Early spacing with a later massing of trials proves
effective.

Such factors as fatigue or boredom are

counteracted by distributed practice.
3.

Distributed practices are generally more efficient
for learning and performance than are massed
practices.

4.

Relative short practices (in time or in number of
repetitions) make for more efficient learning than
do longer practices.

5.

Proficiency which has been gained over a long
period of time is retained better than tha·t which
is developed within a short period of time.
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6.

A higher level of motivation �n�bles one io benefit
.

.

.

from longer and more concentrated practices than
would be possible with· a lesser degree of motivation.
7.

Practice s�ssions should be shorter for �hildren
. than for older persons.

8.

Longer practices are more beneficial to the highly
skilled since they can effectively practice that
activity for longer periods of time than can persons
or groups who are less competent.

9.

Relatively canst.ant lengths for practite sessions
seem. to produce more learning than regular increases
or decreases in .sessions.

10.

In motor learning, there is a point 0£ diminishing
returns or an upper limit to· the advantage of
spreading pr�ctice out in time.

11.

The relative effectiveness of the distrib uted
praciice depends upon the absolute and relative.
lengths of the work and rest periods.

12.

The effectiveness of .the distribution of learning
depends to a large extent upon what one does during
the rest interval.

13.

The optimal length and spacing of practice periods
is dependent upon the nature of the learning task.

14.

ln gross motor activities, the number of repetitions
(shots, throws, dives) should be considered a� the
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7.

In learning, there is a correlation betweeri motiva�
tion and level of skill.

Has this factor been

controlled in the studies related to massed and
di S tr ib Ute d pr a C ti Ce S t O

S Upp

or t the

S

tate me n t S

that distribuied practice should be used when
motivation is low?
8.

Is there a difference in praetice schedules utiliz�d
in learning fine motor skills and gross motor
skills?

9.

Generalizations in the literature provide the
statement that highly skilled performers can prac
tice for a longer period of time than performers·
with low skills, and older individuals are able
to practice longer than younger ones.

Which and

how many studies support these guidelines?
10.

Is. there a difference in male and female subjects
with regard to the effeciiveness of massed and
distributed practi�es?

11.

Does massed and/or distributed practice affect
per£ormance or_learning?

12.

Of the activities investigated, what aspects of
the skills were chosen for the stu�y?

Is there

a need for replication .of these studies?
13.

How many of the investigations related to gross
motor skills occurred in an artificial setting?
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14.

Was the homogeneity of the ·two practice groups

established prior to the eiperi�erit?
15.

Did the investig�tors obtain a baseline

per

- formance leveT for the task?
16.

How were the data treated statistically and was
· the treatment adequate?

An historical- and theoretical perspective of massed
and distributed practice schedules was undertaken to deter
mine the types of theoretical models which had been formulated
to explain what occurs during the two conditions of practice
and to determine to what extent these theoretical positions
affected subsequent investigations.
These early theories used the principle of perseveration,
recovery from fatigue, changes in m-0tivation, rehearsal,
differential forgetting, and reactive inhibition to account
for the superiority of distributed practice.-

The majority

of these hypotheses was reclassified and discussed urider
the major headings of work theories, perseveration theories,
and different ia I forgetti ng t h eo r ie s
· .

A de tai 1 ed exp 1 an ati o n

of each theory was presented in Chapter II.
Method of Inquir�
The development of the present inquiry was presented
in Chapt�r III of thi_s manuscript.

This information was

discussed under the major headings of sources of data, forms·
and written materi�ls, and conduct of the experiment.
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I.

Generalizations issued·-for massed and distributed·
.

.

practice schedules were obtained, after consultati'on with
qualified person·s in t'he chosen disciplines, ·rr·om the fol'.;.
1owin g three b oo k s

in p sych ofogy

re lated t"o t heor ies of

learning and four �ooks in physical edttcati�n ielated
specifically to motor learning:
I.

Cratty,

B. J.

Movement Behavior and .Motor Learning,

1967.
2.

Deese, J., and Hulse,
Learning,

3.

1967.

Kingsley, H., and Garry,
Conditions ·of Learning,

4.

The Psychologv of

S.

Lawther, J. D.

R.

The Nature and

1962..

"The Learning 9f Physical. Skills�

1968.
5.

J., and Irion,

McGeoch,
Learning,

A.

The Psych9logy of Human

1952.

6.

Oxendine, J. B.

7.

Singer,

R. N.

Psychology of Motor Learning_,

1968.

Motor Learning and Human Performance,

1968.
A working bibliography of t_he available documentary
sources of data �as prepared using eleven references and
indices which were perti,nent to, the ov.erall purpose of the
experiment or specific to a. sel��ted discipline.

These

sources included the "Medlars" search request, Cummulated
Index Medicus,

Education Index, Music Index 1 Evaluation and

· Synthesis of Research Studies Related to Music Edu�ation,
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Master t s Theses in Health, Physical' Ed ucation, and Recrea-

t ion, C omp 1 e t ed Re search in Hea l th, Physic a 1 . Edu cat ion , a nd
Recreation, The Business Educat.ion Index, Bibliography of
Research Studies in Stenographic Secr�tarial Training and
Work Reported Prior to 1959, Ten Years of Shorthand Refer
ences, and the Typewriting Research Index •.
An additional examination of twenty�four periodicals
and maga zin es (Appendix ) fr om t he · pub 1icat i on o f · Vol'ume I
to the volume published in 1970 served as a guide in the
preparatidn of a working bibliography.
It was necessary to develop a format for recording and
systematizing the data.

Two forms were constructed which

provided for an in�depth examination of each experimental
design as well as the principle variables involved in massed
and distributed schedules which might affect the. conditions
of practice.

Form A was used for the purpose of summarizing

and evaluating the study; Form B was developed to facilitate
a numerical count of fourteen variables which exist within
the two conditions of practice and which affect learning.
The investigation began in April, 1970, and continued
through February, 1971.

A total of 433 studies were examined.

Two hu�dred and sixty-two were omitted because the criteria
for selection were not fulfilled.

The remaining 171 psycho

motor studies were subjected to a documentari analysis and
a.n in-depth examination to determine the credibility of
generalizations related to massed and distributed practice
schedules.
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Conclus1ons

�.,.,,�

Conc 1 usi ons based up on t h e find ings · of i h rs in q u fry
related to massed and distributed practice schedules may be
stated as follows:
k.

General Conclusions
1.

n

Fr Om the f Our s e 1 e C ted ,di s C ip li es ' p sy Ch O 1ogists (109) have been the most prominent irivestigators, succ�eded by physical educators
(51), business educators (2), and music educa
tors Cl), respectively.

2.

There is a need for the fields of business
education and music education t� conduct
experimentation to determine if research find
.ings are apprnpriate for skill development
specific to these disciplirtes.

3.

Fewer published reports, as compared· percentage
wise with dissertations and theses, were con�
.sidered relevant and competent research.

4.

Unpublished papers generally involved experi
mentation concerned with variations in schedules
and differences between performance and learning.

5.

Published papers represented ideas of major
contributors, the ihfluence of specified vari
ables--e.g., sex, �ge, warm-up-�to the teaching
learning process, and performance phenomena.

6.

.

.
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.

.

Two· major inadequacies found in research
·te
. c· h ni ques , were :

(1 )

the re cording of ina p-

prop r fa t e c o nc1 u sions · in re 1 at ion ship to the
find_ings of· the :st.udy, and (2) the gerteraliza
tion of findings that should have been r�stricted
t·o the condition of _the: investigation.
B.

Specific Conclusions Related to Generalizations
The acceptance or rejection of each generalization was based on the number of studies from the
171 investigations that were devoted to th� specific
topic and on the relevancy and competency of the
studies involved.
1.

"Many investigators have found that initial
massing �ith subsequent sp�cing of practice
produces the highest performance levels."
The findings from Table 5 indicate that a
total of· 13 studies from th� 171 investigations
found. these conditions to be advantageous.
_Rejected.

2.

"Early spacing with a later massing of trials
proves effective."

The findings from Table 5

indicate that a total of 15 studies from the
171 investigations found these conditions to
be advantageous.
3.

Rejected�

"Distributed practices are generally·more
efficient for learning and performance than
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are massed practices." · The findings from 72
s t u d 'i e s s up p o rt e d t h e s up e r i o r i t y ·o f d i s t r ib u t e d
practice when

no

distinction was made between·

p e r f O rm a n C e a n d l e a r n i n g .

a-

I n .th e 3 2 in Ve s t i g

ti on s that considered both performance and
I earning, 3 I found d i st rib u _t i on fo be be n e f i c i a 1
for performance although 29 of these ' 'investigations reported · no significant differences
between ·conditions when l~arning was assessed.
Rejected.
Distribution is more efficient than massed
practice for p~rformance.

Accepted.

Distribution is more.efficient thari · massed
practice for learning.
4.

Rejected~

"Relative short practices Cin time or in number
of repetitions) make for more efficient learning
than do longer practices."

Thirty-four studies

investigated this aspect of scheduling~

Three

designs fav,ored distribution, 4 favored massing,
2 distinguished between early an.d I .ate learning,
and 25 found no si9nificant diff~rences between
conditions.
5.

Reject~d~ ~

"Proficiency which has been gained over

a -lon.g

period of t .ime is retained .better than that.
which is developed within a sh~rt period."
Seventeen designs in~orporated retention teBts
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varying in time from one week to nine weeks.
S i x i n v e s t i g a t i on s re po-rte d s up e r i o r i t y f or

distributed groups; one found m~s~ing to be
more efficient th~n distributed; teri investigations found no significant differences
between conditions on the retention test.
Inconclusive Result·s.
"A h i g h e r le v e 1 o f mo ti v a t i on e nab le s o n e t o

6.

be n e f i t

from longer and mo re con cent rated

practices than would be possible with a lesser
degree of motivation."

Only four studies have

utilized the concept of motivation and controlled
t h i s v a r i ab 1 e i n i n v e s t i g a t-i o 11 s c o n ce r n e d iv i th

massed and distributed schedules.

Two designs

supported the concept that high motivation
leads to better performance than low motivation;
one found no difference between group pr a·ct ice
and mo t i v a t i o n ; and . one found

no

di ff e ·r e n c e

between grou·ps wi _th spaced and concentrated
.

.

.

pre-rest practice although there was a significant difference after rest favoring the highly
motivated group.

Inconclusive Results.
.

7.

.

.

· '' P r a c t i c e s e s s i o n s s h o u 1 d b e s h o r t e r f o r

d re n th a n f o r o ld e r

pe r s on s . "

c h i 1-

0 n 1y f i v e s t u d i e s

were devoted to this topic when both_ age and
practice conditions were considered.

Three
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studies found no difference in performa_n_ce
achievement of age groups, and two studies·
fo·u nd a progressi ve . increase in - ski.l i" acc om pany:...
ing an increase in age.
8.

Inconclus·ive Results.-

"Longer practices are more beneficial to - the
highly skilled since they can effectively
p r actice that act ivi ty · for 1onger perio ds of
time than can persons ot groups who are less
competent."

Only seven investigators used

highly skilled perfoimers.

Two reported that

distribution was more effective than massing
at this level of proficiency, while fiv�
pointed to the fact that highly skilled per�.
formers could effectively practice under either
type of condition.

When investigators estab-

1 ished arbitr a r y s tan da rds for proficiency in
a task, eleven studies_ reported massed pra6tice
to be adv�ntageous for skilled performers and
thirteen studies· reported distributed: practice
to be advantageous for skilled performers.
Inconclusive Results.
9.

"Relatively constant lengths for practice
sessions seem to pr-0duce more learning than
r e gu I ar_ incre a ses o r · decreases in sessio ns. "
Five studies tised an increasing or a decreasing
.

.

.

session of work or rest, but only one was

.
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involved specifically with lengths fo� practi�e
se ssions in wh ich. o ne pra c t i ce . group h ad a

1 0.

constant pattern of work.

Inconclusive Results.

" In . mot � r I ea rning, · there · is a

p o int

of

diminishing returns or an· upper limit to the

advantage of spreading practice out in· time."
Eleven investfgations reported· that practice

beyond a specific number of days or trials had·

n o add itiona l · e ff ect u pon s k i 11 ac qui s iti on •
1 1.

Inconclusive Results.

1t

The rel ati Ve e ffe C t i Vene ss

Of

the dis tribut ed

practice depends upon the absolute. and. relative
1 engt
of . the wor k a ii d ·re.s t pe r iods • "
1 h

: No con-

sistent, optimal work and rest pat�erns were

obtained.

Massed practice was defined: by

intertrial rests up to 5 minutes. and distributed

prac.tice was defined by res� per1ods from 15
seconds to 120 hours.

Likewise,. no ·consistent

°'

1 ength f Or pr a Ct ic
. e p erJo:9 l s was f unci t O be

more effective than others .

It was reported,

however, that the relationship betwee�work and
rest was more important to learning than either

12.

work or rest alone.

Inconc'iusive Results.

"The effectiveness of the distribution of learn-·
i n g,•. ·d ep end S t O a 1 a r g e e X t ent

lri.ng the rest interva·L"

Up O

n

What

O 11 e

d Oe S

The majority �; the
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investigations (123 studies) did ' not cont'roL
activity during the rest interval; · theretore,
.

'

results may be i~appropriate to finding~ when '

tt

the rest interval' was not controlled.

was ·

a s s um e d by mo s t in v e s t 1 g a t o r s th 'a t ·c e r t a i n .
\-\f o r k du r i n g the .in t e iv a L

c o n s t r u c t s we re a t

Reactive inhibition, work d~crements, fatigue,
d i ff e re n ti a l forge t t i n g , and p e rs eve ·r a ti o"n
were the theoretica 1 models .- most frequently
used to expl'ain the rest interval: even if the·
inte .r val activity was not controlled.

13.

Rejected ..

-

. .

.

"The optimal length and spacing ofi practice
periods is dependent . upon the nature of the
1 e a r n i n g t a s k. "

F i n e a n d · Gr o s s S k i 11's ..

Distributed practice was superior to massed
practice when .fine motor skills were employed~ _
F i f t y - e ig ht s tu d i e s _s up p o rt e d · th e c on te n t i on

that distributed practice was more efficient
to · leaTning than ·massed practi~e;
~- .

2J investiga~
..

.

tors reported that distribution was superior
to massing for performance alth9ugh, -_there was
no difference between the conditions for
1 e a r n i ng;. a n d ; on 1_Y 1 2 fine mo t o r

s tu di e s ·

reported no dif_ference bet,ween the cond .i tions·.
.

In

C

On t _r as t ' 2 7

0

.

.

.

r 4 9 '. s tu die s ( 0 Ver 5 0 per .Ce n t ~

using gross motor skills reported no di .ff ,e rence
'

'

I

~

betwe~n conditions or no dffference in learning ·
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al.though performance was effective under
di strib uted condit ions.

Finding s fr· o rn. 1ah ora �

tory studies frequently cannot be �pplied to
gross activities.

Complexity of Ta�ks.

Eighteen studies investigated the complexity··

of the tas k in re1a tion sh ip to cond iti on s of
· ht
pr actic e wi th ma z e and pu z z1e wor k , we ig

loads or resistance, category responses, work
surface height, and physical effort in fine and
gross tasks.

Results varied according to the

task employed and to the nature of the· task.
Accepted.
I4 .

" I n gr oss mo tor act i vlties , the

11

umbe r -of

rep eti tions ( sho ts, throws, div es) sho u 1 d be
considered as the unit of practice rather than
the t ime spent a � the _ work ses s ion • " _ For,ty-

tw o per cent of the �ross motor studies used
the n_ Umber

O

f repeti t i On S a S a

Un

it

Of

pr a C ti

Ce,

and fifty-eight per cent used the time sp�nt at·
the task to determine the effectiveness 6f th�
conditions.
C.

Intonclusive Results.

Conc1u s ions Related to Questions Wh ich . Guided the
Development o! the Study
I.

The greate�t productivity represented by the
number of investigations conducted during·tenyears was 1946-1955 (65), 1956-1965 (40),
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1936-1945 (23), 1966-

(18), 1926�1935 (1_2),.

1 9 0 5 � 1 915 ( 7 ) , and 1 916- 1 9 25· (6 ) ., res p ec fiv e i'y.
2.

The findings of 13 studies were inconclusive
w h e n per f ormance s c ores as. a fu nct ion o f p ra c tice schedules were tested in rela'ti.onship to
the influence of sex.
-

The c-0nsistent stip�ri-0ri•ty
.

.

.

o f ma 1e s u bj e c t s o c c u r red only w h e n the t a> s k
involved the use of the pu�suit r�tor�
3.

F orty of the 1 71 in v est i g a t ions di d n ot' use a
statistical test of signifi.c•ance to determi'ne ·
if the discrepancy in performance and/or·
learning scores between the two conditions was
sig n i f i ca n t.

The f i rid i ng s from fo ur of · these
.

studies supported the superiority of ·massed·

.

pr a c tice; finding s fr om 20 of t.hese · ·s tud ies
s up ported the sup e ri or i ty of distri.bu ted pr ac tic e ;
findings from seven of these studies indi.cat;ed< no
difference between the conditions; and findings
from nine of these studies su�porte� ·the
superiority of massed practice in early I.earning
and distributed practice in· late learning or
vice versa.
4•

'c

Art ifi ia1 or 1ab o rator y sett ings we re used in
91% of the studies which employed_ fine motor
skills; 71% of the studies using gross motor
skills were conducted in ·natural s_ettings. ·
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,.___,

providing data to either support or reJect . the superiority
of either condition when learning motor skills.· It was

beneficial� however, in magn�fying inadequa�ies and

erroneous concepts related to massed and distribute d prac
tices and to iso 1a te asp e cts of the probl.em which ne ed

additional investigation.

The composite of all the studies

reviewed point to the fact that the advantages of either
condition are accompanied by restrictions with respect to
the type of task studied, the nature of the. responses made,
the definition of the trials, the difference in environ
mental settings, the establishment of homogeneity for the
groups, and whether learning or performance is investigated.
Recommendations-for Future Studies.
The findings of the present investigation have led to
the following rec·ommendation for. future experimentation of
the influence of massed and distributed practice schedules.
Book (1908) stated that
Th�re is no more important or necessary step
in learning than to fix definitely all the ele
mental habits· later to be· used in the forma.tio.n of
the higher-order habits finally to be obtained� .. .
It would be worth much to know the proportion of
practice and rest that would give the best results·
in the different fields of learning and to know
more de finite1y a1 1 t.hat th is period o f re st means ,
but much painstaking inves�igation will yet be
knowledge
needed befo�e w� shall arrive at
. this
.
[p. 84].

This chal_lenge is both applicable and pertinent· to the
to�ic of massed and distributed practice in the 1970's�
Although an exten�ive number bf investigations have been
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conducted, educators still have few stable and concrete
factors upon which they can tely when developmertt of motdr
skills is considered with respect to the durati.·on of practice
and rest.

Too many methods, tasks, and definitions have

been determined within the condition of each expeiiment to
consolidate the information or to draw generalizations from
the findings.
The ·present investigator recommends:

(1) that an

interdisciplinary team of i�ve�tigators from psychol-0gy,
physical education, business education, music education,
industrial arts, arid the performing arts apply for a national
grant to conduct research related to massed and distributed
practice schedules; (2) that this study be longitudinal
in nature to determine the influence of. age, sex, ...and varied
populations; (3) that a series of 10 or more tasks in both
fine and gToss skills from each of the five differ�nt fields
of study be. designed and based uprin comparable practice and.
rest patterns; (4) that massed and distributed practice be
assessed according to each of the three accepted models
which can be used to define _the conditions;. and (5) that
the findings be pub Iished so that · g e.nera 1izatio ri s may be
issued as a resu 1t o f one com p rehe n sive, systema tic exp _1 o ra tion of experimental· materials� ·methods, conditions, and
variables related to massed and distributed pTactice
schedules.
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APPENDIX .

A LISTING .OF PERIODICALS AND MAGAZINES FROM THE PUBLICkTION
OF VOLUME I TO THE VOLUME PUBLISHED IN 1970 EXAMINED
BY THE INVESTIGATOR
Research Otiarterly
Perceptual and Motor Skills
Physical Educator
Jdurnal of Health, Physical Edueation, and Recreation
I

Journal of Psychology
Journal of Educational Psychology
Psychological Abstracts
Journ.al of Applied Psychology
Journal of Experimental Psychology
Journal of General Psychology
Journal of Comparative and Physi~logical Psychology
American Psychologist
Psychological Monographs
Business Education Forum
Business Education World
National Business Education Quarterly
Journal of Business Education
School Musician
Music Teacher
Instrument
Instrumentalist
Music Educators Journal
Journal of Research in Music Education
Music•Ouarterly ~174

SAMPLE OF FORM A AND HOW IT WAS USED
1.

Ti t le : (Bi b 1 i o g rap h i c Ma t e r i a 1 ) - -Tr av i s ,

Ro la n d C . .
"Practice and Rest Periods in Motor Learning."
Journal of Psychology, 3: 183-187, 1937.

2.

Major and Sub-Hypotheses (Purpose)
To determi~e the effect of work and rest peri~ds
varyi~g in length on the rapidity of learning a complex
motor task.
.
Is the continuous work period more effective than
one broken up by spaced rest periods on the acquisition
of skill? Does the relative duration of practice.and
re s t p e r i o d s h ave a n y e ff e c _t on th e 1 e a r n i ng p r o c e s s ?

3.

Task
Koerth Pursuit Rotor task using four male
subjects.
·
Eight practice periods of six minute duration
were given.
Three subjects had a rest period of three
days between each practice and one subject had a re~t
period of seven days between practice.
After practice period, each subject worked in two
different situations. Each subject was given two trials
in each of the continuous and discontinuous work situations on two consecutive days approximately seven days
after the learning period. The discontinuous work period
consisted of six two minute trials alternated with one
minute rest periods. The continuous work period
invol.ved twelve consecutive minutes of task performance.

4.

Treatment of Data (Statistical)
Learnirig curves and graphs.

5.

Conclusions of Study (Entirety) Page 187
1. All subjects practically reached the maximum .
point in learning within eight tTials with a continuous
practice period of six minutes each trial.
·
2. The learning curves were fairly typical of
learning curves generally.
3. Duri~g the fir ·st five trials of practice,
the score for the first minute of each successive trial
was notably higher than the average score for the
previous trial.
·
·4. The interposition of rest periods of orie
minute between work periods of two minutes resulted · in
a consistent rise in the learning curve. In continuous
175

practice without rest periods for the same·· len.g{h. of
time a fajrly consistent progressive deCrease in ·
eff i c i ency was obtained . •

6.

Comments by Richard~on
.
The graph of the discontinuous .work group
c on t i nu e d t o r i s e wh i 1 e the c o n't i n·u o u s wo rk g r o up .
performance declined--was the difference stat'istically
significant?
·
How valid is the study witb only fou~ stibjects?
Did verbal urging of students to perform to ,
their capacity in both types of conditions eqtially
motivate them?

